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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1960

.Klondyke Victim Says Cop.s Beat Him Again
In Little Rock

Has Suit Pending
Against Officer

Daisy And L. C. Bates
Need Your Help Now

Waddell Jones, 25. of 871 Annie pl., who with his sister
has a suit pending against a Memphis police officer, told
the Tri-State Defender Sunday that he has been beaten
again by local officers.
With his face bruised and a large lump on the left

The Tri-State Defender this port and readers, under threat of "Since 1957 when the State
week joins "freedom fighters" retaliation, refused to touch the Press first began to run into dalacross the nation in appealing for State Press with a 10 foot pole. conies because of Mrs. Bates'
side of his face near the eye,
funds to aid Little Rock's Daisy At this point the national office leadership role in the school deJones, wearing dark glasses to
Bates and her husband, L. C. of the NAACP stepped in with as- segregation struggle in Little
hide his injuries, told of continuates whose income was cut off sistance which, in part, kept the Rock, the NAACP has made subous harassment and threats and
ith the folding of the Arkansas paper alive until last October.
finally another incident of brustantial assistance available to the
tate Press.
tality.
1111111011111,11111111111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111(111 paper. We did this not only be' The story of Mr. and Mrs. Bates
cause of our awareness of the
"On December 19th, just after
Is well known throughout this nagreat personal sacrifices this Courdark, I left my sister's house
tion. It was Mrs. Bates who masageous couple was required to
where I had been working," he
year. The Rev. S. H. Herring,
president-treasurer; Miss Don$711,000 DEPOSIT from St.
terminded the long and vital batmake, nor merely because of our
said. "I had another decorating
pastor of St. Paul, hands check
aldson, Atty, J. F. Estes,'St.
Paul Baptist church takes
tle for integration of Little Rock
desire to sustain a militant proto Miss Grace Donaldson, MutMutual Federal Sayings and
Paul church attorney; Rever- job to du and stopped on JackEstate
schools. It was Editor Bates who
NAACP voice in the community,
Association over the Si
ual Federal teller. Left to right
Loan
end Herring. J. S. Edwards, son to get something to eat."
kept plugging sway for first class
The Tri-State Defender regrets but also because we recognized
He said he had not been in the
are Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., exsix
church
a
capping
trustee: sod Lloyd Mcmark,
million
citizenship for Negroes in the Ar- an error made is the story on that Mrs. Bates' continued prescafe
more than
three minutes
president-secrettrustee.
ecutive
vice
Clain, church
week old campaign to make
kansas State Press..
the estate of Dr. .1. E. Walker ence in Little Rock was essential
when a policemae came in and
vice
the
Hooks,
ary;
Ben
first-of
Atty.
by
million
the
a
It
to the success of the desegregagrabbed him by the shoulder and
Finally, however, after integra- in last week's edition.
ordered him to a squad car.
tion was achieved in two Little
This report stated that A. tion program there. Our Board of
Rock high schools, the economic Mace* Walker announced that he Directors regards the situation as
NIGHT STICKS
squeeze on the Bates' newspaper would contest Mrs. Louise Walk- one still warranting our interest
"The cop didn't say anything
became intolerable and the cour- er Tarpley's petition for a one on the same level as in the past.
and when I asked him what he
"We have not publicized this asageous pair had to silence t h e year widow's support on the
wanted me for he told me to 'shut
voice of their newspaper, thereby grounds that a divorce grant- sistance because we have considup' ", he said. "He and another
ending the income which kid sus- ed his father's first wife was ered it the kind of arrangement
cop who was driving took me
tained them.
net valid. Meatiest of "his fath- that should not be made public
behind the Food Center at Bella.
vue and Jackson and started
The Tri-State Defender urges er's first wife," was not intend- except as Mr. and Mrs. Bates
WADDFLL mrs
may wish to let it be known."
whipping me with their night
emphians to send your "dollars ed
asking damages of 81300 Irons
sticks and fiats."
The story should have read
r Daisy" to the Tri-Stata DeShortly before Thanksgiving,
fender, P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, "on the grounds that a divorce
He said when they saw that he Patrolman W. E. Pierini. Jones
Mutual Federal Savings and Loan
to be forwarded to Mr. and Mrs. granted his second wife was not
was protecting himself from the is suing for $7,500. Their action
Bates. Please make all checks valid." The contention is that
blows with his hands and arms, grew out of the "Kloodyke
association launched a campaign
and money orders payable to Mr. Mrs. Louise Walker Tarpley was
the officers handcuffed him with dent" last
to push its assets past the 21 milsummer.
and Mrs. L. C. Bates.
not legally married to Dr. Walk•
his arms behind his back and
lion mark by January 1. On DeJones said since his suit wag
Whatever your donation — large er because a former divorce
"beat
me
some
more."
cember 18, the state's only Negro
or small — it will be of great help she had obtained was not valid.
Jones said he was beaten on the filed he has been stopped by
association
loan
savings and
Memphis officers several times
to these two freedom fighters un- , Dr. Walker's first wife died
way to the police station also.
reached its goal.
and threatened. He said after he
til they can re-establish their lives while still married to the late
"They called me a NAACP nigThe Rev. S. H. Herring, pastor
which have been dedicated to the business and civic leader.
ftger", he reported. He quoted the was beaten last Saturday, one poPaul
walkof
church,
Baptist
St.
liceman told him he'd "better
cause of real democracy in Little
officers as saying, "Now sue us,
ed into the Vance ave, offices of
IIIIUIIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIUIUIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIi
move out of that precinct if I
Rock.
nigger."
Mutual Federal with two church
know what's good for me."
The Arkansas State Press began Roy Wilkins, executive secre- WASHINGTON -7 President EiAt
a
hearing
the
following
Montrustees, J. S. Edwards and Lloyd
running into financial difficulties tary of the NAACP, made the fol- senhower was called upon this
day, he was charged with resist- "One of the policemen who hit
week to lend the prestige of his
McClain and deposited a $70,000
when advertisers withdrew sup- lowing statement this week:
ing arrest, disorderly conduct, me stopped me several weeks ago
office to halt the continuing ten
check. The association's objective
assault and battery and striking and told me he was going to get
mon over desegregation at Little
went over the top.
a policeman. His attorney, I. H. me if it was the last thing he
Rock and other areas of the coun"We are extremely gratified
Murphy, won a continuance until did," Jones said.
try.
that this campaign has been so
Jan.
7 by pleading that Jones was "And he sure got me the other
The appeal was made by Consuccessful," President C. C. SawIn
no physical condition for a ,day."
gressman Charles C. Diggs, jr.,
yer said. "Building a strong ecoeourt
hearing.
(D. Mich.) who just returned k:APOOTH
nomic base Is just about the most
GETS TREATMENT
from a "fact-finding" mission to
important goal we as Negroes can
Progress
Jones said he was taken to John
Arkansas. At a press conference MISS CLEMON CRAWFoRD is a have. Mutual Federal is an exMEMPHIS, Tenn. — Yeaman
the
leader
Conof
the
Clubs
Queen
COLLINS
is
in
NELLIS
in
MRS.
Gaston
hospital
after
the
beating
called
by him in the Capitol, he
cellent means of building securi=.runner-up spot as of this week a a where he was treated, given an P. Thompson is in Chicago thia
=_- charged that eight Negro children test, according to an announce- ty.
week making a survey on "The
Director
Contest
the
from
ment
attending Central and Hall high
"We feel certain that 1960 will the Queen of Clubs contest begin ice bag and some medicine. But
schools in Little Rock were being this week. Sprsored by the Fling- be even a bigger year for the to gather steam. Sponsored by the when he was taken back to jail, New South and Negro Progress."
'$O SCRAPBOOK
night and that you can't stop Rome subjected to daily acts of vio- kampton Civic
the officers took the medicine His survey is sponsored by the
League, Miss association and
thus a greater
Club, Mrs. Collins is a from him, he said.
A casual glance hack over the from being built . . . that the lence and that
Public Service Council, 5444 S.
Mr. and Mrs, L. C. Cranford has jumped to the top year for the Negro community of Free Will
high points of the year '59 . . . Memphis Negro can present and Bates, publishers of the now de- of the list of contestants by conteacher in West Memphis. A hard Jones' sister, Mrs. Geraldine State, Chicago, according to WesMemphis." Mr. Sawyer said.
now coming to a more or less -support, and respect first- class funct Arkansas State Press and stant contact eith friends and relworker, she is busy selling sub- Jones McKinney, has filed suit ley J. Gray, Sr., council president.
STARTED IN '55
welcomed end . . • leaves some Negro leadership
. /Ind that leaders in the integration fight, atives seeking help as she works With assets now of 81,050,000, scriptions and gathering as many
distinctive impressions of things white folk will respect that kind of
for one of the fabulous prizes in
free vote coupons as possible
that should have been learned. . . leadership too. . .
See IKE, Page 2
the sensational contest.
I See $70,001, Page 2
from her friends and relatives.
by even the guy who reads as he '50 taught that
we can live torung.
gether peacefully here in MemSometimes things learned can be phis, if we make up
our minds to
classified into broad areas . . . it . . . despite the big-mouths
like for example, what the na- among us, who don't stop to count
tion as a whole should have the cost of acting high and mighty
learned in '59 ... what the Negro, . . . that ou- problem is primarily
as America's largest and loudest one of giving and taking on both
minority, should have gleaned from sides.
the teachings of the year now NATION'S LESSON
ending ... and what "your folks" The United States learned in
here in Memphis should have 1959 that Russia's Khrushchev is GARY, Ind. — The Rev. L. K. gesting that Negroes who are not NAACP as viciously as you do l —
"picked up on" in the course of a "meat-man", after all, and only Jackson, pastor of the St. Paul satisfied in America can get fi- for fighting for our freedom. . .
"making it" in the "place of good sounds like a dragon when he's Baptist church in Gary has taken nancial aid from the National "If you can send anyone back
to Africa, it is proof conclusive
bode" in this Year of Our Lord, out of sight. The world at large Dr. J. H. Jackson to task for sugBaptist Convention to go "back to that you have entered
into an un959.
learned that President Dwight EisAfrica."
holy alliance with Eastland of
Starting with Memphis. some enhower has a whole lot more
Dr. J. H. Jackson is president Mississippi; Faubus of Arkansas;
heavy lessons were taught a n d heart left than most of us sus
of the huge National Baptist Con- Talmadge of Georgia; Byrd of
pressed home here this year. 1959. peeled . . and that he has a way
vention and recently received a Virginia: and J. Strom Thurmond
For instance, local white folk with his smle that really wins
verbal spanking from many Ne- of South Carolina, who have advo- Just past the mid-field stripe,
learned that Memphis Stale uni- friends and influences people in
gro leaders f or criticizing the cated your philosophy for years. the
versity wouldn't go up in smoke. the direction of understandng and
local United Negro College
forthright attitude of the NAACP They have always stated that if
just because a handful of Negro appreciating America and Amerithe Negroes are dissatisfied with Fund campaign heads into a goal
in Little Rock, Ark.
youngsters finally gained access cans in a more favorable manner.
Clarence McAdams, 33, of 2292 In a letter to the Baptist chief. segregation, discrimination, and line stand as the new year dawns
to a few classroom seats within The nation also learned
that
Jimcrowism in America, let them upon Memphis.
Its sacrosanct walls.
joined the tong list of Rev. L. K. Jackson said:
Hunter,
labor unions and management will
BLOCK VOTING
Prof. Blair T. Hunt. drive cohave to be taught that they are named dead over the holidays last "I have just read an article in go back to Africa, their native
land.
Memphis Negroes learned that not the nation . . . that there
chairman, reported that "about
are week but unlike the majority his the press that you released to the
folk bearing their hues of the rain- other Americans who are affected
effect that Negroes, who are dis- "Dr, Jackson, I have news for $11,000" is the total received in
demise did not come from an au- satisfied with the "status quo" you and your Dixiecratic buddies. cash and
bow won't get to civic and po- by the costs of production and
pledges to date. Howthe
litical glorf by block voting .
loving, liberty- ever, the drive goal is $20,000 and
rising spiral of the cost of living. tomobile wreck. He was allegedly and are fighting for integration, The democracy
under the present plan of city This year should have taught killed by his brother, Clifton Wc1- democracy, and the democratic seeking Negroes in America are the final formal report meeting is
government. The year '50 sought Americans generally that the size ley McAdams, 23, of the same ad- process, should g. back to Africa already in their native land, and set for January 12.
to teach them that appeals to race of the car .. large pr small .. dress.
and that the National Baptist Con- are going to stay here and fight, Volunteer workers are putting
in building up registration lists and the breadth of the highway... The older McAdams reportedly vention will pay their fare and bleed and die until every wall of on more steam in the final days
. . . appeals to race to get out are not the really determining
them get established in their segregation, every hill of discrim- of the formal campaign in hopes
fac- was slain when, in the heat of an help
votes .
only stimulate and tors in highway safety. It's
ination, and every mountain of of coming close to the goal. Howa mat- argument, he started after their native land. . .
equal a similar reaction on the ter of
"Mr. Jackson, I was shocked. Jimcrowism have been torn down; ever, cards in the hands of prosheart .. . of courtesy . . of grandmother with a knife.
other side of the fence.
kindness . . of sympathy for the Clifton grabbed a shot gun and amazed, and bewildered to know regardless of all the intellectual pective donors are very slow getThe year '59 sought to teach the other
felled Clarence with a blast from that you would go that far in rend- "Uncle Toms and Aunt Sallies"... ting hack to headquarters. Of
fellow.
Negro and the local white TIRE
ering disservice, twinging shame "Not only are the democracy. some $2,000 which have been disthe weapon.
NEGRO GENERALLY
man that old lesson of hufrian ex- The
upon us all, and disgracing your loving, liberty-seeking Negroes tributed only about 300 have been
cotton
say
Officials
Clifton.
a
still
who
live In
Negroes
perience . . . that the best way
the sovereign state of Mississippi presser for Gulf Atlantic Ware- race and denomination. It is going to stay nere in America and returned.
is to live and let live. . that de- are
more or less unconsciously house co., admitted shooting his super-colossally tragic for you to fight for first class citizenship, but Among the 33 colleges which
spite how we may take it indinot only advocate sending the the better-thinking people in every benefit from UNCF funds are 1,standing as the greatest symbol of brother.
vidually, things and folk do change
Clifton has been charged with Negro back to Africa if he wants race and nationality are going to Moyne, Fisk, Lane and Knoxville.
that Rome wasn't built over- See SHADOWS, Page 2
Ito be free, but to aback the!join hands with us."
Cell "Miss Results" -- JA. 4-8397
murder.
The national goal la 82 million.
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN
THE QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST!

Sat., Jon. 2, 1960

•

19,
tic

WI

thi
pr

Mail to Contest Director, Tri-State Defender,
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
or
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
fend ant.
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose name
Listed in the 1959-60 edition of
appears below with the knowledge that each voter may send
new
the
With the coming of
Who's Who Among Students i n
In as many coupons as he or she wishes so long as they are in
be
a
will
Collegthere
Universities
and
American
know
year, we
the office of The Tri-State Defender or postmarked by 6 P.
flood of new-year resolutions. We es are 22 seniors from Florida A&M
university, who will graduate in
February 29, 1960.
are not making any for it seems
June. These students, who were,
these are the easiest to break.
recommended by the University's1
However, we do promise to go on
Committee on Who's Who Among'
a diet for a few weeks after the Students in American Universities
(Pleas. print contestant's name./
holidays — mainly, because we
and Colleges will be honored at
MEI
know we'll need it.
the annual Who's Who banquet in
•••
February.
The Beta Chi Omega Chapter
They are: Raymond Aranha,
of the Alpha Kappa Alpha SororiWalter Barnes, Charles Bing, Mety at TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE has
Cowart, Katie Davis, John
just completed its Fifth Annual rits
Emmeline Hayes, BenGilliard,
the
at
project
Shop
Gift
Free
Harris,
Robert Kemp,
R.
nie
Veterans Administration hospital,
Tuskegee, Ala. The project enab- Richard Mashburn, Oliver Muldled hospitalized veterans to select row, Clifford McDuffy, Evelyn
gifts for their families and have Nelson, Agnes Phillips, Herman
them mailed at the expense of the Pratt, Ira Robinson, Agnes Rolle„
Julia Sturrup, Althea Tucker,
sorority.
Fred White, and Elijah Wooten.
SPRINGFIELD — Those w h o day, when hazards are multiplied be seen and avoided, but t h e
chairman
' Miss Claris E. Minnis,
•••
feel they are better drivers after by heavy traffic and poor weather social drinker appears normal
of the project, revealed that 25
until his wits fail him in an emerchapters in 10 states participated "Ask for Me Tomorrow," the a "couple" of drinks are merely conditions.
in the project. They furnished Joseph Hayes three-act comedy victims of the intoxicants t h e y Studies show that over half of gency."
nearly 600 gifts and funds for drama, was presented by the BEN- imbibe, according to Robert A. the nation's fatalities during this Campbell appeals to everyone
mailing expenses. The members NETT COLLEGE Theatre Guild, Campbell, state coordinator for period involve drinking drivers, who plans to atcend parties where
of the Tuskegee chapter spent Friday and Saturday nights in Governor William G. Stratton's he said. These studies reveal the drinks will be served to leave
traffic safety campaign.
13o-called social drinkers as the their cars at home. "Let the sober
scores of hours assorting the the Little Theatre.
gifts, arranging displays, escort- Directed by F. Alan Eady, the "At the same time alcohol is big menace, rather than the stag- people do the driving," he conconbrought
slowing a driver's coordination gering drunks who are usually cludes.
ing patients and assisting with seven-member cast
warmth to and physical reactions, it is taking charged with creating the most The emergency holiday alert
gift selection. Each package was siderable realism and
which went into effect Christmas
attractively gift wrapped and his study of the conflict between the wraps off his inhibitions and hazards.
and making him feel he can accom- "The critical judgment of a eve continues through the New
mailed. Statistic. indicated that an eager, ambitious daughter
moth- plish things he would never try in social drinker," explains Camp- Year's Holiday. State and local
278 patients made selections her pleasantly domineering
Misses Esther Alex- a sober moment," Campbell says. bell, "is impaired with a fairly police will be watching for drivers
from the shop and 548 gifts were er, played by
Blanche This means a driver who has low alcoholic concentration. Car who have been drinking and othermailed to their relatives in 22 ander, of Warrenton and
Sier- only one or two drinks may not weaving by obvious drunks can wise disregarding traffic laws.
Tuboku-Metzger
of
Freetown,
states and the District of Columra Leone, respectively.
be able to take the necessary
bia.
Others in the cast were: Misses evasive actions quickly enough to
Dr. H. W. Kenny, Manager of
the hospital, termed the project 011ie C. Johnson, Athens, Geor- prevent an accident he 'mild
"an excellent tool for the re- gia; Carolyn Sneed, Philadelphia; easily avoid under ordinary
establshment of family ties and. Tressie Wright, Atlanta, Ga.; Elis- circumstances, he explained.
for the development of a high hama Madison, Miami, Fla., and HOLIDAY PROBLEM
Campbell advised drivers to
morale among the patients." Marian Islet, Goldsboro.
'The Gift Shop," said Dr. Ken- Thirteen SPELLMAN COLLEGE avoid driving after drinking, espe•
ney, "certainly is one of the finest students who were on the honor cially during the New Year's holiprojects conducted here by com- roll for the second semester of
munity organizations and through 1958-59 were recognized at a specit our patients are reminded that ial dinner in the Morgan Hall dinWASHINGTON, — (UPI) — The of the Youth For Christ staff in
their service to our nation has not ing room on the Campus. In ornation's capital was invaded Mon- 1945, will speak to the teen-agers
der for a freshman to make the
been forgotten."
day by nearly 12,000 teen-agers at the closing rally of the con•••
honor roll, her grades in 15 hours
(Continued From Page 1)
from all 'parts of America, here vention Wednesday-.
THE FLORIDA A&M UNIVER of work must average B with no
SITY campus with its well lighted grade less than C. Other students w'ere forced to live behind what to prove that there is no neces- The teen - agers, accompanied
walks, and marquees advertising must carry 15 heurs and earn B he described as a "Fortress sary link between the words ju- here by nearly 1,000 home - town
chaperones, are staying at 25
America" for fear of their lives. venile and delinquency.
the "Reluctant Debutant" was to or better in each course.
Dean Oran W. Eagleston presid- Diggs said he called the press The young people, who arrived Washington hotels. A fleet of 200
the students and theatre people
what Mecca is to the faithful, Jeru- ed and introduced the speaker, Dr. conference because there was a by special trains and chartered buses was chartered to take them
salem to the People of the Book Delhi, Boger of Morehouse col- "Madison Avenue" attempt by buses, will participate in a three- on sight-seeing tours of the capiand the Diaspora, and summing lege, who congratulated the stu- the newspapers and business in- day convention sponsored by tal between sessions at the Naeverything up, what a park is to dents on their ability to "stick terests in Little Rock to lure the Youth For Christ International. tional Guard armory.
YFC is an interdenominational Total cost of the three-day stay.
kids.
to" a task and challenged them country into a false propaganda
"The Reluctant Debutant," a; to create a climate of learning on sense that the racial crisis had Protestant organization which con- exclusive of transportation, is $24
ducts
programs of Christian per delegate. Many of the teencomedy in two acts and four the campus. Dr. Boger also stated been solved there.
evangelism among teen • agers, agers earned their own expenses
mines by William Douglas Home. that they, as leaders, ithottld serve PROBLEM IS ACUTE
Is en interwoven storF of two fami- to help awaken in tbe itulents in- In his letter to the President, particularly the four million U.S. for the trip. Local church groups
lies approaching the marriage tellectual curiosity and love of the Michigan representative said high school students who are not and civic organizations helped
market with two different views., learning. Dr. Albert E. Manley. no high ranking official from the members of any church.
Evangelist Billy Graham, who in many cases with transportaMrs. Jimmy Broadbent figures president of the College, urged executive branch of government
investibegan
his career as a member tion costs.
on-the-spot
made
an
had
that the best way to get her daugh- the honored guests to continue to
ter married is to sponsor a debu- maintain a high quality of academ- gation of conditions in the Mimicas capital nor had they made
tent ball and invite all eligible ic performance.
Students who graduated in June, any forthright speech on this
young bachelors.
The cast was mad. up primari- 1959. and were not present at the problem in the South where the
ly of inexperienced people who put dinner are Lucille Fultz, Montgom- problem is most acute.
their hearts, souls and all of the ery, Ala.; Helen Kerr, Birming- He said he planned to submit a
energy they could "muster up" ham, Ala.; Dorothy Thompson, detailed report of his findings to
the Justice Department whether
to make the show a success. Their Washington, D. C.
"They
Those
present
were: Delores they whetted it or not.
classifications ranged from freshremarked.
he
there,"
was
I
know
men to seniors. Dorothy Taylor of Betts, Mary F. Odom, Judith L.
specific
Tallahassee, was seen as Sheila Owens, Melvis T. Evans, Eva M. He declined to give the
because this
visit
his
of
dates
Lowe,
Joan L. Andrews, Elizabeth
Broadbent, the talkative and soreprisals against
cial climbing mother of the re- A. Bradshaw, Mary E. Ellis, Min- might lead to
interviewed.
luctant debutant. Miss Taylor is nie L. Riley, and Priscilla F. Rowe. Negro whom he had
at the Bates
guest
a
was
•
•
•
He
,
a junior who toured with the Playwhite and
We extend our "Good Wishes" the many persons both
makers last year to Africa.
stay.
his
during
home
The first student council at Eddie Little, Milton Harris, Linda
Joyce Russell of Fernandina to all of you throughout the comTO DECENCY
APPEAL
ing
year.
Beach was seen as Jane, the reMitchell junior high had its first Pegues, Dolphus Tolliver, Gloria
He suggested that Ike could apCrawford, Dorothy Jones, James
luctant debutant. Joyce is a sophoservice Wednesday.
installation
peal to the decency of adults by
White, Minnie Brownlee, Mary
more making her debut in a maaddressing joint assemblies at The speaker was Isaiah Good- Young, Lula Wruschen, Jerry
jor production of the speech deand
schools
Central and Hall high
rich, principal of Ford road Smith and Archie Branch.
partment. Charles Williams of Ponat the University of Alabama, school. Mr. Goodrich installed the The Christmas spirit is in the
tiac, Mich., played the role of Jimscene of the riot three years ago
(Continued From Page I)
my Broadbent the father of the
following officers: President, Ar- air. During the last week of
when Autherine Lucy enrolled as
school, the students at Mitchell
Lust production, and David BulPresident,
thur Patterson; Vice
what the Negroes of America as a student.
Junior High were exposed to the
loch i n the second production. a
whole should have learned in Diggs said he was especially Linda Jean 'Pegues; Secretary, Christmas story in worship servCharles Williams is a junior in,i
abusive
the
that
find
959.
alarmed to
Gloria Winfrey; Treasurer, Doro- ice, pageant, radio, television,
the department of speech.
The Negroes who still live in treatment by a hard core minori- thy Jones; Chaplain, Mary Fran- carols and bulletin board displays
Others in the cast included HelMississippi are being forced by ty group of students directed from ces Bailey; Sergeant - At - Arms, throughout the school
en Pickney, Marva Pieze, Verdell
the sheer weight of circumstances the outside was being used equal- Harry Sinclair: and Parliamen- T h e principal. Prof. Alonza
Bailey, Charles Wise, George May,of learn how
to live with them- ly against the Negro girl students tarian, Theodore Gales; Advisors: Weaver, faculty, student body and
and Beverly McCorvey.
selves and their troubled neigh. as well as the boys.
Mrs. A. L. Luper and Messrs. M. editors (Linda Pegues and BerWith the aid and advice of the
bors. They show the results of "I had thought that the tradi- Tblliver and R. Hewitt.
nice Gooch) wish you all a merry
executive director, S. R. Edmonds
their tests by quiet displays of a tion of Southern chivalry to wom- Last Friday the Mitchell Mon- Christmas and a prosperous New
members of the department, memappardetermined spirit to survive . . . en would apply here, but
archs took on the Geeter Dragons, Year.
bers of several other departments
by acting, talking, and feeling ently, it has had no effect," he in the Geeter gymnasium. The
and the administration, the pro- more
intelligent . . . by a great- said.
Dragons were victorious with the
duction will perhaps long be re- er
Tucsoberness, quietness, thriftiness, In another letter to Everett
A
and B teams. In spite of the
membered throughout the audi- and a
growing attitude of self-re- ker, president of the Little Rock defeat suffered by the Monarchs,
ence.
School Board, Diggs outlined the the "Pep Squad" was high in
liance.
John P. Black, technical directand physical beat- spirit. The members of the "Pep GROTON,
Conn— (UPI) —The
Mississippi Negroes are less keen intimidations
or, former playmaker, and an inchildren were gothe
which
ings
Squad" are: Captain, Mary Young; nuclear submarine George Washstructor In the department of on outside-of-the-state folk coming
were
said,
he
These,
through.
ing
Co - Captain, Clarence Mitchell, ington, which crams an entire
speech and drama was the direct- in telling them what to do. And "sneak" attacks.
or. The supervision of construc- they have gleaned from the papers The Negro children have been Alice Hewlett, Gloria Winfrey, missile launching complex into a
tion and design was beautifuHy and other media that running out enduring most of these incidents Jackie Harris, Pearlie M a e 130-foot midship section, receives
oone by Raymond Aranha and a Mississippi won't necessarily in silence because they do not Knowles, James Crittenden and a commissioning pennant Wednesday at electric boat division of
Richard Baughns.
Gaston Cook. Stage manager, solve their problems.
want to be considered 'nuisances
affair
was
General Dynamics Corp.
Word
very
enjoyable
A
has
got
hack
in
sufficient
the
Aranha; assistant stage manager,
and cry babies. He urged
Eugene Oliver; publicity, Barba- volume to impress them with the board to take steps to control this witnessed last Friday evening by The Washington was constructra Edwards; properties, Lena fact that everywhere in the United problem within the school build- the members of the "Stage Craft- ed at great speed by workers on
ers" at the home of the advisor,, a I2-hour day six-day-a-week
HU; costumes, Sylvia Ginwright; States the Negro carries his skin, ings.
Mrs. B. Stevens, 1275 Neptune. schedule,
house manager, Gwendolyn Ben- his previous condition of servi- WITHOUT FUNDS
yard; make-up, Josie Wilson; tude, and the need to prove his The Bateses are without funds Those present were; Mrs. E Dur- It was a top-priority venture
lighting, Gaston Cook and George right to first class citizenshp with since their paper was forced to ham, co-advisor, Joy Patton, Bet- and steel was ordered even before
him.
May.
through reprisals against tie Crittenden, Jo Ann Young,!funds were approved.
All over the nation, the Negro close
but
The College of Law of Florida
advertiers and distributors;
A&M presented its eighth series finds that the die is cast in his he said they had pride and only
of Moot Court Trials here recently quest and that the answers lie wanted to pay off the indebtedin Moot Court Room of the col- over and beyond agitation and ness left. Diggs said there were
demands . . . that fundamentally, campaigns being started in Philalege of law.
The style of the case was United the answer is spelled with such delphia and Kansas City called
States of America vs John Baker, words as character,and integrity "Dollars for Daisy."
defendant. Serving as trial judge ... work and property . .. thought, After the holidays are over, he
was the Honorable Dozier Devane, knowledge, and intelligence . . said that this would be expanded
Judge, United States District worth as an individual. That should to other cities and that proceeds
Court for the Northern District of have been the basic racial lesson from this and a testimonial dinfor '59. Now, whatchubet.
to asFlorida, Tallahassee Division.
ner being planned would go
Student lawyers were Augustus In the meantime . . . HAPPY sist the Bates as well as the parF. Caine, Liberia, West Africa, NEW YEAR!
ents of the eight children.
to be
and William C. Lewis, Orlando,
The press conference had
attorneys for the defendant and Kansas has about 9,439 miles of moved from the congressman's ofrecord
Jerry D. Hill, Mobile, Ala., at- railway trackage.
fice when It attracted a
to a
reply
In
newsmen.
torney for the United States.
turnout of
had
The second trial involved a Wills
question as to, whether he
capaofficial
an
in
trip
Probate proceeding and
the
made
was
gone at
Words of the Wise
patterned meter erocedure in the
city, Diggs said he had
perfuture
a
Mate
the
In
expense.
County Court. The trial judge was
own
his
hand
fection to which wa
the Honorable James C Gynn,
He wanted to find out first
will Ike pleasure
there
Ore.
as a
that
and
were
facts
county judge, Tallahassee
what the
without danger and security
House Foreign Afthe
of
member
Student attorneys for the poi
Baptist church Sunday. Panel
without restraint.—(Samusi
NEGRO IN BUSINESS was
fairs Committee as well as Negro.
timer were George A. Grogan. St
leaners deplor• the lack of
panel discus.
Johnson)
a
subject
of
the
this
effect
terrific
and Jose.h Gresham,
he knew what •

lei
tei

•

By BROWN & JOHNSON

I Vote For

Says Social Drinker
Biggest Traffic Menace

Ike

NEWLY ELECTED officers
of the Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools are
shown as they assembled following the banquet session of
their 26th annual conference
in Louisville, Ky. From left,
they are: president, W. E.
Combs, specialist, secondary

educaction, Department of Education, Tallahassee, Fla.;
first vice-president, Dr. S. M.
Nabrit, president. Texas
Southern university, Houston;
second vice.president, S. A.
Cain, principal, Morristown,
Tenn., and secretary•treasur-

e.; e

By
BERNICE GOOCH
And
LINDA J. PEGUES

MRS. THELYIA EZELL won
enthusiastic applause when
she appeared at the Twelve
Matrons' Presidents Gourmet
Ball at Curries' Tropicana in
this purple silk fringe sheath

dress which took spectators
neck to the roaring 2.0's.
Fashion show was a feature
of the fabulous affair which
saw club presidents honored
and feted.

By MRS. K. P. HOLMES
and
CLINT HARRIS
SPORTS
The Mt. Pisgah Eagles .held
their little fight last week for the
District championship. The Eagles
played Barret's Chapel and it was
a tough fight all the way with the
Eagles coming through 75-74.
Latit Dec. 10, the Eagles played
Gailor and won by the tremend39.e
D cThie8 Ea gles
0;
opusmd
laye Douglassarginof 131
Won't
you come out and see our Eagles
in action as it looks like we have
a good basketball team.
The Mt. Pisgah high school held
its annual PTA installation Dec.
13, 4:30 p. m. Officers installed
were:
Mrs. Joyner, president; Cl
ence ,Harris, first vice presiden
C. A. Harris, second vice president, Perry Hatley, third vice
president; MOs. K. P. Holmet,
secretary; Mrs. V. B. Harris, assistant secretary; Mrs. Harvey,
treasurer; Mrs. H. Harris, pre).
gram committee chairman; Mrs.
Fitzgerald and Joseph Harris, cochairmen; Mrs. Barker, chaplain;
Mrs. j,Jghern, parliamentarian,'
f The obojectives of the PTA ola
Ina promote the wegire of
dren 'and youth in home, scar
church and community. 2) to
raise the standards of home life;
3) to secure adequate taws for A*
care and protection of children
and youth; 41 to bring into doper
relation the home and the school,
that parents and teachers ma
cooperate intelligently in the tra
ing of the child.
The next regular meeting for
the group will be the fourth Friday in Jan. 1960.
CHURCH NOTES
There was
a great singing
event Sunday night, Dee. 6, at the
Mt. Pisgah church. It was sponsored by Brother Willie Les Cheffen.

Receives
$10,000
Grant

Shadows

,
ORANGEBURG, S. C. — Cl
lin college has received a sec
$10.000 in "match money" froW
the Danforth Foundation.
Dr. H. V. Manning. president of
Claflin, announced that the college has met the Danforth challenge with $12,008 in the final re
port during the Dec. 5 Founders'
Day program.
The check or $10,000 sent from
the office of the assistant treasurer of the Foundation, Melvin C.
Bahle was accompanied by a congratulatory message. Colleges offered a second gift had been given until Jan. 1 to complete their
I drives.
As in the first drive that cams
to a successful end last March,
alumni, friends, merchants, t h e
Board of Education of the Methodist church and the' Methodist
Conferences of New England, Philadelphia and South Carolina joined in the current fund campaigii
•

Nuclear Sub
'Gets Commission

LOVELY LORENE PERRIN
left Honolulu via Northwest
Airlines for Cali, Colombia,
South America. to compete as
Hawaii's representative in the
Miss World Sugar Cane comp.-

I

lishments are saddled with.
Among the panelists were,

Pi3

Mt. Pisgah.
Review

12,000 Teens In
Capital For Confab

NEWS FROM MITCHELL
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

er. Dr. L. S. Cozart, president,
Barber-Scotia College, Concord, N. C. Dr. Kenneth I.
Brow II, executive director,
Danforth Foundation, St.
Louis, was the banquet speaker.
Danford Foundation, St. Louis,
was the banquet speaker.

Minn. Ten beauties from seg.
ar growing countries throughout the world will be represented In the international competition. (UPI Telephoto)

$70,000
(('ontinued From Page I)

Mutual Federal opened its doors
with $250,000 in September of 1956.
Its management team is perhaps
one of the youngest in the nation.
Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., is executive vice president-secretary, and
Atty. B. L. Hooks is vice president-treasurer.
Mutual
Federal's
employees
are all Negroes and just about
every penny which has been invested in loans has gone to Negro home buyers.
A federally chartered institution,
the association enjoys every guarantee of deposits made by the
federal government to such institutions.
One spokesman for the association remarked recently that
the Negro is to succeed in bocci
trig a part of, rather than remainjag 'Dart from, the main stream
of American life, we must give
increased attention to the use of
.ell, James N. Bradley, Rev,.. his dollars in the fight for cora*
plete equality."
amen A. Gillum and James
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How About A Week For
Prayer? Writer Asks
Bp EDGAR T. SfEWART

.agreed but suggested someone
About six bears ago, July 14, else
1954, to be exact, 1, haying par- The next time I tried
several
ticipated in history wec, health newspapers. Most of them
agreed
weeks, business week s, e tc., and published the
material. One
thought that we should have :agreed to implement it
a
if soma
prayer week.
way could be found to finance it
I wrote my idea in one of our
I don't want the idea to become'
leading newspapers and asked
in- a money affair, so I am
asking
terested persons to comment both
all persons who think we should
pio and con. I received many lehave a national prayer week
to
ri from Washington State
to use a small part of each
day the
orida. All except one thought
first week in January, that
is,
e idea great. That one said
he January 3-9 to ask God to
make
didn't believe it would do
any this a better world for all
nations
good. I suggested the first week
and all races and thank Him
for
in January.
past blessings.
I believed that the
religious During the year ask
more of
leaders should implement it.
So I your friends to do so each
year
suggested it to several. They
all until we hase a large number always using the first week in
January.

TT NMI FAILS
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NEs/€4Z 'THINKS
OF LOCKING
THe

Musiial Show
Presented By
Nesbit School

Dooes

By Jahn Harvey Farley, Ph.D.

We have many weeks such
as
History, Health, Be Kind To Dog,
Brotherhood, Library, etc.
If atomic bombs start falling
we
will start praying, so why not
nou
:while we are doing OK?
I am still open to suggestions
as
to what is the best method
to irnH
plement it.

SAVE

The Nesbit School of Music, 269'2
Enterprise, presented its organ
students in "An Evening of Mu
sic," Monday. Dec. 14, 8 p. m
L. H. Falls rendered moments ei
soft Christmas music as prelude
which was followed by Rev. J. L
Norment, who offered invocation
Participants in the program
were: Misses Regina Cunningham.
Barbara Westbrooks, Alberta L.
Turned, Francetta Estes, Ger
cede Mitchell and Verdia
Mesdames Ardenia Norment and .
; Bessie White: L. H. Falls, Aaron-• !Nesbit and Eugene Nesbit.
! Ralph Lofton, introduced by
• Mrs. Muanita Nesbit, served as
master of ceremonies. A delight
ful reception for guests hIlowed.

S

The DEBUNKER

3

It Happened In

WALKER
HOMES

CBS-Radio To
Air Nilsson
Opera Stint
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Students Find Heap
Blessing In Dimes

More than 500 new $2.000 health practicing do not
begin to meet
scholarships will be offered)to the nation's needs
in medicine.
American. high school and college The new health scholars
hip prostudents from funds raised in the gram is therefore
designed to
Ohver Wendell Holmes did not
New March of Dimes. The pur- alert students, educator
s and par
claim to he a poet. He was a medBy KATHERINE TAPPAN
pose of these scholarships is to ents to the opportuni
ical doctor arid attended faithfully
ties and
Richard Wagner's great music
; help overcome the serious short- needs in the health
to his work. His literary prodlie.
field as well
tIons were merely a hobby. starting Idrama, -Tristan und Isolde," will XMAS PROGRAM
professio
age
of
Ey-,
nally
:and inspiring messige. Elder
trained health!is to assist deserving students in
with his college days and with his be the seventh Metropolitan
There was a Christmas prograznans is pastor of Walker Memor- : workers so vitally needed to staff securing
Opera
professional training.
first important poem, ''Old Iroa- broadcast
this season to be heard at the Riverside MB church, 2481ial Christian church in Walker the hospitals and
medical re-; All high school seniors are
aides." written the year after his
graduation. Dr. Holmes occupied on CBS Radio Sat., Jan. 9 at 2- W. Mitchell rd., Wednesday night, homes. Mrs. Mary Ann Wrushen search centers of the nation, gible for Health Scholarships
in
the chair of anatomy at Harvard 6 p.m.. EST. The opera will be
7'30 P. m. Mrs. Johnnie Mae Pet- was mistress of ceremony. She was ; where more than 100,000 vacancies -the fields 01 nursing, physical
University Medical School with dis- presented in an entirely
era was mistress of ceremonies introduced by Mrs. Katherine. the now exist.
new
pro! therapy and occupational therapy.
tinction until his retirement. He duction
conducted by Karl Boehm and she did a wonderful job as president of Walker School PTA. In addition to the 460,000 now
yes popular as a teacher.
Prospective medical social workand directed by Herbert Graf,
usual and everyone present seem- Mrs. Wrushen is president of Ford employed, 56,000 more nurses are ers are
eligible to apply for
ingly enjoyed Mrs. Peters as mis- Road School PTA. Mrs. N. A. now needed to care for the sick
!awards during their sophomore
tress of ceremonies.
Crawford introduced the guest of the nation. Five thousand physi- year in college. Junior
or senior
Devotion was conducted by Mrs. speaker; greetings were given by cal therapists could easily be add- pre-medical students are eligible
Mrs.
James,
the
to
existing
secretar
ed
y of the
8,550. Fourteen to apply upon acceptance for adLouise Mason, Mrs. Plunkett and
Isiah Steverson. Gibsons Kinder- council and a member of Geeter , thousand more occupational then- mission to medical school.
garten was the featured guest on High school faculty. Mrs Sallie apists, almost three times as many
Application blanks for these
the program, and they entertain-! Thomas, second vice president of . as the 5,800 now employed are scholarships supported by the New
school gave the PTA ob-• needed.
ed the guests with three numbers,tWalker
March of Dimes are now available
1
To the present 5,000 medical in high schools
two from the band, and a fairyjec
' ts. Mrs. L. J. Kinsey, seryl
and colleges in
drill, which was very beautifully beautifully accepted the words of social workers u,500 more could every state and in the local chapdone. Dianne Dandridge gave the welcome. She is the president of be added. The 227,000 doctors now ters of The National Foundation.
greetings and Mrs. Agnes Gibsom Whites Chapel School PTA.
graciously accepted the words of
Mrs. G. Adair, corresponding
welcome, Mrs. Charlene Dandridge secretary of the council and Mrs
'acknowledged and welcomed the 1 K. I. Rombert, chairman of the
visitors, remarks were given - by. health and safety at Ford Road
J. H. Denton and Mrs. Ida Lacy. School PTA. A solo was also rendThe mistress of ceremony was ered by a member of the faculty
introduced by Mrs. Mattie L. Ad- at Capleville school. Some of the
ams. There were readings by the council members excluding the
following people:
ones that were on program.
Eugene Mountain. Joyce Baker
August 3,
Mrs. Caldonia Allen, chairman
the end interest of estahlishng a monuand Pauline Gardner.
of character and spiritual educa- of the life of Mrs. Mary E. Payne, ment to the late
Mrs. Payne. Ths
The highlight of the program was tion at Walker school, Mrs. Ear- an influential church and civic program will
he at 3 p. m, on
a pageant in title. "The Birth of nestine Steverson, Mrs. Charlene worker for the Salem-Gillield Bap- that afternoo
n. The public is invitJesus," which was very beautiful- Dandridge, publicity chairman; tist church and a member of sev- ed
to pay tribute to this worthy
ly displayed by the group mem- both from Walker school. Mrs, G. eral social and fraternal groups occasion.
bers of the cast as follows: Adair is also chairman of niem•' n this community. Whatever Further information
and tickets
Eugene Mountain, Johnnie L e e' bership at Walker school. Mrs. she set her hands to do she did may he
received from the headBrock, Garland
Neal, Lonnie Virginia Tappan, one of the high- with all of her heart. Her every quarters of the
Helping Hand, 327
Moore, jr.,
were
shepherds,lights of the affair was a series movement was in interest of Abel St.
Donald Allen as Joseph, Dinah of numbers rendered by Gibson's someone else.
Carter as Mary, Gail Dandridge Kindergarten band and a Fairy
Nearly six years ago she along
as the baby Jesus. Carol Tappan, drill from the Kindergarten. Mrs. with some
like minded people eon
Stable McLin, Emma J. MeLin, Agnes Gibson is the principal of ceived the
idea of the HelpinL;
Mary Louise Moore. Patricia ! the school. She is also second vice Hand Industrie
s, Inc. Through
Wright, Patricia Dandridge, Jac- president of Ford Road school P. her untiring efforts
this organiza
queline Adams, Pauline Gardner, T. A.
lion has rendered assistance ti
Barbara Tappan, S. Joyce Tappan, Principals present: Ezra Ford many unfortunate
people throughwere angels.
of Capleville junior high; Alonzo out this
community. No night was
The PTA Council met Dec. 11
Mrs. Louise Mason gave words Weaver of Mitchell rd. junior high. too dark, no
weather too bad, or at the
YWCA with the President,
of thanks. Gifts were presented by!Others present were Mrs. Johnnie alley too dark
for her to venture Mrs. Lucille
Price presiding.
Rev. C. Dandridge. Remarks and'Mae Peters, first vice president with her little
tokens of joy.
. The main feature of the meetbenediction were given by the pas- of Ford Road school was chair- One
of her most cherished un- ing
was a disc ussion by the
tor. There were refreshments man of the program; Mrs. Ar- dertakin
gs each year was the superintendent
of schools, E. C.
served at the end of the program. dena Gooch, president; Mrs. Kath- bringing
of the Rust College Choir Stimbert on "School
You Po
Needs a n d
The program was sponsored by the ering Tappan, in charge of pub- to Holly
Springs, Miss., to her Problems." A question
now.
and ansNo. One chorus of which Mrs. licity. James Hardin, staff photog- church
•of•
(Salem-Gilfield) in interest wer period followed.
Cora Hunter is president.
rapher of the Tri-State Defend- of the Helping Hand.
roma*
Local PTA organizations ma, h
hifr•
Mrs. Katherine Tappan, chair- er was on hand to do the
On Sunday, Jan. 24, 1960, the their membership reports
photoa n
man; Mrs. Louise Neal, co-chair- graphing.
choir will sing again, this time in members exchanged gifts.
man; Rev. 0. D. White, pastor.
Mrs. Crawford is president of
The Shelby County Council of the Mitchell road junior
high
PTA's celebrated their Spirit of school PTA.
Christmas
program
Saturday,
Dec. 19, from 10-12 a. m. at S. A.'RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
Owen college. The entire program
INImed 11••
BALTIMORE - Maryland's Act
Wad II bine
was dedicated to Mrs. Ardena ,of Religious Toleration, ad
mted
lin MINT WIWI UR WE'
Gooch, president of the council. in 1649. was the forerunner of the
THEATRE
irdsfti /MO its
mum
ewwwessio••Ment Ow UM NAL
Elder C. A. Evans was guest First amendment to the United
speaker and he gave an uplifting States Constitution.

WHERE IT
PAYS THE
MOST
NOT ONLY DO YOU
GET A

Big Whopping 4%
But
Valuable Gifts
FREE! FREE! FREE!

TILIVISION TIMI

Launch Mary E. Payne
Scholarship Project
195 marked

PTA Council
Meets At YW

STARTS SUNDAY!
4-BIG DAYS-4

THE SCREEN'S FIRST
BOMBSHELL OUT OF
NEWLY -FREED CUBA!!!

man HAVANA.
Satan
i111111

Words of the Wise
To the poet, to the philosopher, tO the saint, all
things are friendly and sacred, all events profitable, all
days holy. all men divine.
—(Emerson)

THE
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MARY MORRIS

Av./Gillette

Adjustable Razor

Has An Answer That Will Bring You Peace Of Mind.

TEEN-AGERS

WIVES

HUSBANDS

195

WORKING GIRLS

In Times of stress such as we live in today, problems of all kinds
c_loud our happiness. How many times have you wanted to share
your problems with someone who could listen and advise without
putting your business in the street? Here is your chance to get sound,
thoughtful advice on any kind of problem, and no one need ever
know who you are. Simply write Mary Morris, Tri-State Defender,
P.O. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee. You don't have to sign your
name. State your problem and watch the Tri.State Defender for
the answer. Or just read Mary Morris' column every week. It will
be a real pathway to peace of mind.

BEGINNING NEXT WEEK IN YOUR TRI-STATE DEFENDER

lot.01(
Radio 148, It's Great!

LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. HUNKY
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M. DORY
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
9:30
• 1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
BROTHER DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
BOB
3:30 P.M.-4:45 P.M. COLE
O.

1Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time actenca has found
new healing 'substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain - without
surgery. In rase after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduetio (shrinkage) took place. Most
arns-me ef all - results were so thorough that sufferer' made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem!" The secret is a new
healing substance (Rio-Dynetp)-disrevery of a world-famous
institute.This substages is now avail, able in ihippooitorw or dinfatent foram
called Preparation HI. At all drug
i oaten-away back goikkaates,
a

HONEYSUCKLE CORN MEAL
Ground Fresh Daily
IN MEMPHIS

Open Your
Account
TODAY AT

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
Don't Put It Off
Offer Good For A
Limited Time Only
* Courteous Service
* Free Off-Street
Parking

COME AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF
HURRY!
HURRY!
HURRY!
EVERY ACCOUNT INSURED
UP To $10,000.00 BY AGENCY
OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

MUTUAL FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
588 VANCE

JA. 5-6672
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CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE,
SOCIETY

Set., Jon, 2, 1960

RELIGIOUS DIGES;

1136 South Lauderdale

By Rev. G. G. Brown

Suailay, Jan. 3
SUNDAY SCHOOL
SERMON

9:13 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

manity, God willed it that way.
BURNING QUESTION
'
for Eve was the first to speak to
Topic: -GOD"
Many People have asked me
the devil. After her betrayal of
birth
the
on
my candid. opinipn
God's instructions Adam then
W•dn•iday night, 11 P.M.
my
of
control satiation writes one
for proved his weakness and so ea
friends, and I am at a loss
*
find the devil tempting Eve
way•
MY
it
words to get all to see
death.
payoff
the
with
Adam
to.
same
the
In
abundantly
More
Christmas.
Once again it was
A. B.
with life, came death.
Our thoughts automatically turned ken of thinking we must rise from
at along
In reply to this question that
their productive organs
te the birth of a Babe born in a our lowly estate that men might
Then
present seems to be a universal changed from dormant to awakenmanger wrapped in swaddling enjoy the more abundant life in
is
it
since
subject, I do not know,
clothes. It is that point that we its fullest expectation.
discuss. ed and we find modern man trying
quite a delicate matter to
find no room in the inn. To many The world is Lull of hungry, disholds to stop what accounts for his
But God and He alone still
of us this was most tragic. To inherited, loveless and their ilk.
presence here on earth. But bedeath.
and
all powers over life
many of the people living at that In this day and time as in the
as long as our creative
ware,
remains
And as long as this world
time it was highly tragic and un- days of Jesus these people need
Father is in Heaven, birth and
never
shall
it
upon
dwell
all who
acceptable. &haulms had lived someone to look after them and
I death will never be found on the
stop God's program.
and died in hopes that the Mes- administer to their needs. Then,
bargain counter.
Mother Nature, gave all who
siah would come but no one may I ask just one question: Why
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The Holy Spirit said unto me,
"do not stop," January 7. But
continue until it is all over, and
until we shall have peace. Amen.
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No wonder so
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INSPIRING SHOW is always the order of the day when the parade
of youthful stars take to the air-lanes on the listenabie Big Star
Talent Show broadcast every Saturday morning at 11:30 over the
Mid South most powerful watts carry this fine talent to a large
line of Southern states. It's clear to see that there are young stars
of tomorrow. The Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid

South are happy to give literally hundreds and
hundreds of young
stars this opportunity to demonstrate to
the vast Mid South
audience what they can do. Contact la
DIA if you would like al
audition. Above are Shirley Harrison,
Lillie Robinson, Delores
Thomas, Glenda Harvey, Mona Brooks and
Lizzie Poe.
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LIEEN OF CLUBS
CONTEST
Vacation for two for
days end six nights
at the luxurious Sir John Hotel in Miami,
Florida, with fermi and meals. Transportation
NOT included.

fleoutiful three-piece Oskosh luggage set, lust
like the set used by Miss Americo. Ftom
Gayoso Luggage Company, 29 S. Second.

Admiral Stereophonic 14I•Fi set with matchinp speaker. from ini-State Vacuum Cleaner
Cs., 1563 Madison.

Lovely Mice table model radio.
Jennings Furniture Co., 66 N.

lislautiful pair el shoes
beg and box of hosiery.
Store, 2230

Sensational Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
With All Attachments.
* *
* *
Female Members Of Social, Religious, And Civic Clubs
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING CONTEST: The
contest is
open to any female member of a social, religious, civic or
jherity club or to any -Sweetheart” et any mole club in
Vannes's', Mississippi OF Ark
. (very contestarit
MUST
he sponsored by a club. To qualify es en official contestant,
every applicant must complete an application form and mail
or bring in to the office of the Tr -State Defender with
two (2) one-year subscriptions to the Tri-State Defender
sold it S6.00 for each one-year subscription or four 14
one-half year subscriptions sold at $3.50 per on• half year
subscription. The remittance must accompany the applications and the subscriptions.
HOW WINNER WILL II DETERMINED: The contestant with
the highest number of votes at th• end of the contest
will be determined the winn•r. Contestants will receive 200
votes for every ono-year subscription to the Tii-Stete Defender
sold, and 100 yet*s for every one-hilt
year subscription sold
after qualifying. For the duration of the contest, a free
vets coupon will appear in every issue of the paper good
for ten votes. When a contestant qualifies, she will
receive
300 FREE votes automatically,

Ten Percent Commission On All Subscriptions.
Sold In Addition To Qualifying Subscriptions.

SAVINGS ACCOUNT TO CLUB SPONSORING
GRAND PRIZE WINNER!

WEEKLY REPORTS: Contestants will be required to make
weekl• reports to the Contest Direct*, by 1 p. en. Saturday
of EVERY week. Thit newspaper will publish every week
the names of the three hooding contestant, but will set
publish the number of votes each has gained.
CONTEST DATES: The cents., opened November 30,
1959 and will close at 6 p. in February 29, 1960. The
Tri-State Defender office will be open until 6 p. m.
en February 29 to receive reports. The door will be closed'
promptly at 6 p. m. and no contestants will be permitted
to enter to ntek• reports after that time. Reverts mailed
to the office must be postmarked by 6 p. m. February 29,
1960 in order to be acceptable.
NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS: Winners will be notified
March 7, 1960.

by

EMPLOYERS OP THE Ill-STATE DEFENDER and members
of their lennsediate families are not eligible to enter the
contest. Employees in offices rented from the Tri-State Defender are not eligible to enter the contest.

Illring or mail this coupon with cheek or money order to, two oort.yeor
subscriptions to Tri-Stato Defender at $6.00 eget, or four half-yser subeeriptlesse
300 FREE VOTES FOR QUALIFYING,
DO NOT DELAY!
1.111

PLUS $100

Tennessee, Mississippi And Arkansas Eligible To Enter.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. — I had the Jackie Robinson's presence alone
income
privilege the other evening of ad- meant $15,000 a day more
football squad of in the major leagues. He brought
the
dressing
Tim Tri-State Defender Boss kilo tete Responsibility tor lumelicited etitauscripm or Photos.
of new big
East St. Louis' Lincoln High with him thousands
school. This affair was sponsored league fans.
Published leery Thursday by the Tri-Stem Deteosite Pubtishins Co entered es Secend
by the local chapter ot my col- Our record has been equally as
lege fraternity. It was a very um- astounding in aasketball. Last
Class Matter at Hes meinphis Pest Office march 20. IPSI. Under Act et March 2. is?,
que program in that these local year, for inetance, of the 10 AllSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
members of Alpha Phi Alpha American selections made from
staged it in a downtown hotel, college teams, (major and small),
and invited not only the boys, but no less than eight players were
their parents, the Lincoln High Negroes. In professional basketschool faculty, board of educa- ball, two of the highest paid are
tion, the superintendent, and citi- Negroes — Goose Tatum and Wilt
zens in general. They have this "The Stilt" Chamberlain. All of
banquet annually whether Lincoln the leading professional baskethigh has a championship team or ball teams have stellar Negro
not
players.
In preparation for this little The foremost woman tennis
talk, I decided to compile the rec- player in the world is Althea Gibord of Negro athletes during the son. In 1957, a Negro, Charles
past quarter of a century. To be
of Philadelphia, won a
In spite of its bitter internal wrangling, appoint some one who is in tnpat hy with sure, there were some outstand- Sifford,golf
tournament, the Long
major
the Democratic Advisory Council's recent the purposes of the Civil Rights Act of ing "greats" before that time. I, Beach Open. In professional footof course, knew that the record ball, the record is all too well
conclave was neither all negative nor entire- 1957."
wi.s astounding. but until my reto review here You have
Last Sept. 8, the Commission issued a search was completed. I did not known
ly irresponsible.
but to look at the repeat chamit
as
staggering
It hit out at President Eisenhower for report recommending among other things, realize it was as
pion's roster — Baltimore Colts—
is.
having "virtually abandoned" the Civil Federal voting registrars where needed to In boxing, we have had 25 Ne- or the New York Giants, Cleveland Browns, San Francisco 49ers,
Rights Commission by failing to implement ensure Negro voting rights in Federal elec- gro division champions since and so on down the line. The
Joe Louis,
its recommendations and neglecting to fill tions, and a Constitutional amendment to 1937. Beginning with heav
obtains in college football,
y weight same
who became the
bar literacy testa as requirements for regis- champion in that year, the rec- wherever Negroes are permitted
a vacancy on the six-member body.
to play. . the championship Syraord goes on through Henry Arm- cuse team, with such stellar perThough the Council touched on many of tering and voting.
three different
A vacancy on the Commission was creat- strong, who held
formers as Art Baker, fullback,
the pressing national problems that the natitles, Chalky Weight, George and Ernie Davis, halfback, serve
S.
John
the
of
by
12,
ed
resignation
Oct.
rightly
and
accused,
it
1960,
in
tion will face
Pace, Beau .lack, Bob Montgom- only to remind us that in 1957,
so, the President of frustrating the Commis- Battle, former Governor of Virginia, who ery, Ike Williams, Harold Dade, Jim Pace, an all - American
Sandy Sadler, Ezzard Charlei, quarterback for the University of
sion's efforts to enforce civil rights. It said: disagreed strongly with the Commission's "Jersey
Joe" Walcott. "Sugar"
Michigan, was voted the Big Ten's
"As of this time, neither the President, recommendations.
Ray Robinson (who is now wear- most valuable player, and he was
for
crown
the Vice-President nor any other responsible
not alone, because he shared
There is no need for the President to wait ing the middleweight
the fifth time) Randy Turpin, headlines with Wisconsin's Sidney
to
vacananything
the
done
fill
to
has
official
reconvenes
Republican
until Congress
, Kid C a v '1
Johnny
Williams.
implement the recommendations made al- cy. Civil rights are too pressing and pre- Jimmie Carter, Archie Moore,
The All-American teams curmost three months ago by the Civil Rights cious to wait until the law-makers return to Harry Bassett, Johnny Saxton.
selected all include
Wallace "Bud" Smith, Floyd Pat- rently being
Commission, created under the provisions the capitol for action. Even then the matter terson, Joe Brown, Hogan "Kid" Negro players.
of the Civil Rights Act of 1957, passed by of confirmation of the White House nomi- Bessie, Virgil Akins, and D o n Hardly any sport is without its
Negro stars, except perhaps auto
Jordan.
a Democratic Congress.
nee would be kicked around for sometimes
horse racing, and boat
racing,
Negroes
years,
23
"The President, in spite of his public as has been done in previous appointments In the past
the case of jockeys, the
In
racing.
have been champions in every dinot now have
statements indicating support of the Com- to the Commission.
vision of boxing except flyweight. only reason we do
Isaac Murof
calibre
the
of
men
virtuthat
is
thing
mission's purposes, has virtually abandoned
The Senate took nearly six months to ap- The inspiring
Negro
great
other
of
all
and
phy
of them came from
the Commission which he appointed, and prove the President's choice of commission- ally everyone circumstances
jockeys at the beginning of this
very modest
century, is because the doprs are
has frustrated its efforts to enforce the ers. And it must be remembered that it was
The record in track is equally not as wide open now. The sport
rights, immunities and privileges of Ameri- the Democrats in key committee posts who as long, but suffice it for now to of course, is less dangerous for a
can citizens, irrespective of race, creed or caused the delay. By this tactic half of the remind you of the great feats of jockey and Negroes are not given
Jesse Owens and Ralph Metcalfe,
color.
Commission's term of existence had expired particularly in the Olympics, as as much opportunity to train and
to ride.
"The President has so far neglected to when it began to function as a Federal well as Mal Whitfield, who in 1948
and inclusive
Now, of course, gloating over Unitarians in the United States a creedless church. Unitarians S. Climaxing all,
and 1952, established Olympic 800fill a vacancy among the members of the agency.
intellectual
by
not
united
not Interpret •
do
of all, Unitarians
the record is not enough. Actually number about 100,000. Some of are
meter records, to say nothing of
Commission, leaving the American people
The President does not have to wait on Harrison Dillard, who was t h e any such review should serve only their congregations in the larger agreement but by an ethical and or present Religion in terms oi
youths to meas- urban centers have a number of spiritual purpose. Therefore they
without the Democratic representation pro- Congress. He has the administrative right Olympic sprint champion and Ra- to inspire Negro
Education
are not to he approached or pre• church and creeds and ceremonfields.
all
in
up
ure
vided by the Act. It is of tremendous im- to make a recess appointment if he is in- ter Johnson of the University of has played a very vital role in Negro members. Ethelred Brown, tented as persons who deny cer- ies, but as Life — as character
the late minister of the Harlem
California who in 1956 established
This was aptly staff
portance that the President not only fill the terested in the work of the Commission. a new world's record in a de- enhancing the opportunity of the Unitarian Church in New York tain things and believe certain and service. George
D. StoddardsiDr.
by
ed
peras
rather
but
Negro athlete. Schools are now City, wrote especially for t he othei things,
vacancy without further delay, but that he Is he?
cathlon at Moscow.
the Usivere.
turning out better players, a n d readers of this column, the fol- sons with a certain attitude to former President of
to a sity of Chicago, when he spok•
dedicated
In a much shorter period than primarily because good athletes
persons
—
reality
lowing concise statement on the
either boxing or track, Negroes, have to he good students. Now
certain form of life. From this at a corner stone laying of the
meaning of his faith:
since 1947. have made even big- more of UP are in school. Some
attitude there stem the following $200,000 North Shore Unitarian
church. "Unitarianism is nothing
ger headlines in baseball. Approx- 200,000 Negroes now attend col- Unitarians are not Trinitarians distinctive characteristics:
imately, 15 percent of the total leges and universities in the Unit- —that is. they reject the doctrine 1. Unitarians believe that Re- radical, but quite simply a reroster of the National and Amer.
Stater This number is great- of the Trinity which state, that ligion and &lent are not contra• turn to the sense of honesty, diHe drew prolonged laughter when he ican Leagues during the 1959 ed
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson, the Senate
one. This dictory but comillementary.
rectum, fearlessness and selfer percentage wise than all of the God is three persons in
Democratic leader, capped a three-day tour said: "The Republicans apparently believe season was Negro. Fifteen people in Great Britain who are denial in itself justifies their 2. They talk Sense and Religion reliance that characterised the
major league presently pursuing higher educa- name. But they also reject every at the same time. Any proposi- behavior of our forefathers."
of the Midwest farm belt with a free-swing- that two's a crowd. They'll give us a choice of a possible sixteen
doctrine or teaching claimed by tion that Insults their intellIgeace This then is the distinctive trait
teams had a total of 57 Negro tion.
ing attack on the Administration. He said of a vote for checkers or a vote for a check- players. Actually, they representTrinitarians to be "fundamental" Ii rejected.
of Unitarianism — it places life
college
to
going
In addition to
big
—namely, the miraculous birth 3. They believe that theological and character above forms and nation's
of
the
seventh
a
ed
the
that
Republican party has settled for,/ book."
better prepared educationally, we
and deity of Jesus, the Resurrec- statements must square them- ceremonies, and its churches henleague baseball players, while bealso bringing with us more
second place in world leadership.
tion, the Atonement, a material selves with established truths. estly strive to bring together This was a reference to Richard M. Nix- ing drawn from only a tenth of are
fl•
n
0
c
stimulation and greater
hell and a personal devil, and an Facts must never be tampered thought and reverence, the fear"The Administration," he asserted, "by on's dog checkers, who entered the political the country's population.
dence in our ability. The great
import with to accommodate our theories less mind and the uplifted heart—
its own admission concedes the leadership arena in 1952, and Governor Rockefeller.
But more important than num- athletes of the past have proved infallible Bible. But it is
deny —but our theories must be eor• "That mind and soul according
Unitarians
that
note
to
ant
Negroes
that
fact
the
bers is
that the Negro can compete in
In intercontinental ballistics missiles and
In all of his speeches, so far, Mr. Johnson have added to the high quality of the white man's athletic world, be what they deny because they be- rected to agree with the facts. well may make one music as bethe exploration of outer space to the Soviet has yet to mention civil rights. He dares not athletic performance. Beginning it amateur or professional. This lieve what they believe, and be- 4. Unitarians do not believe In a fore — but vaster." This explains
cause they are what they are. static but in a progressive mind. why Unitarians feel as did Dr.
Union for this period."
speak on that issue because he knows the with Jackie Robinson who in only particularly is a burning chaltwo years after he was admitted lenge for youngsters to equal or Unitarians believe in the relia- Knowledge grows from more to Charles W. Eliot. late president
The Senator from Texas persisted un- stellar role that he played .in preventing his to big league play, was voted excel their predecessors. But per- bility of Reason as contrasted more.
of Harvard University, when he
der repeated questioning that he was not a own emasculated civil rights version from his league's most valuable player. haps more important, it is an- with Revelation and Intuition. 5. They believe In the right of declared, "To propagate the aimfor pie fundamental convictions of
candidate for the Democratic Presidential coming to a final vote in the last session of Two years later it was Roy Cam- other way for the Negro to dem- And a distinctive and significant the individual to seek truth
panella. Since then it has been onstrate that he too, is a whole result growing out of this belief himself, They take Truth for auth- our Unitarian Faith is a holy
nomination. But before a group of students Congress.
Willie Mays. Don Newcombe, man—a contributing, sacrificing, is that the Unitarian Church is ority and not authority for truth. thing, and a sacred duty."
at Drake University, he had the stance of
Should he become the Democratic nomi- Hank Aaron, and now Ernie worthwhile, achieving and desirable human being, who recogniza candidate who thought it was neither the nee, he will have to move mountains to get Banks for the second time.
We have been equally as profi- es no superior, insofar as his
time nor the place to unveil himself.
the Negro vote.
cient in winning "Rookie of the rights and his opportunities are
Year- honors, One other impor- concerned.
tant factor is that Negroes have The Negro youth today believes
been responsible for a third nec- that he must prove to a skeptical
essary thing to baseball — finan- world and a discriminating sociecial success. I remembered that ty that he, too, does measure
Branch Rickey once told me that up.
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Jobs Require More Education

In what appears to be a competent analysis of job requirements for the next decade,
Secretary of Labor James P. Mitchell warned the American public that more education
will be demanded of workers in the near
future.
Speaking before the American Vocational Association, t h e amiable Secretary of
Labor said that estimates indicate employment opportunities will increase in the professional, technical, and service fields during the 1960's and drop in industrial a n d
production jobs.
"Overall, t h e educational requirements
of jobs will be rising all across the board,"
Mitchell declared. Recent Soviet scientific
and technical achievements are bringing
about a reappraisal of the U. S. educational
methods.
"This developing sense of crisis in educational circles," he noted, "is based on the
awareness that education h a a assumed a
new dimension—that of a competitive in-

Dope And Data

strument, a weapon, if you will, in the strug- 111111111111111 1111111011111111111111011111111111111ifinell1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
gle between open and closed societies."
However, he warned that we should not
make of our educational system a crash program in an international race for a special
kind of brain.
If this reappraisal, he said, is inspired
only by fear of falling behind the Soviets,
if it is directed only toward those technical
areas in which the competition is keenest,
and if its purpose is to shake up our educational system to produce quantities of narrowly educated specialists in priority fields
at the expense of general educational advance, then the Russian achievement has
deceived us into cutting off our own nose
cones.
But job requirements had been moving
In the direction of higher training long before the Russians began their spectacular
demonstration of scientific achievement.
The probing of the outer world has merely
accelerated the pace of America's educational program.

SO WHAT?

The People Speak
On Civil Rights

ule Put he said he felt that Johnson should press action on holdDear Editor: In reference to over bills after congress reconthe article by Sen. Clark (D-Pie) venes Jan. 7.
outlining major bills that should
Senator Clark told newsmen
tome before civil rights. I am
aware of the bills that make up that leeiniatinn dealing with aid
civil rights, but I think the Sen- to education, minimum wage, unator is a little confused.
employment compensation and
The Semite,- said that he had not area redevelopment were tritely
yet conferred with Senate Lead- to get priority ahead of the .vii

I would like to add to the Sen.
atnr's statement, that if I could
get more aid to education, higher
wages and equal rights in area
development, then I would be getting a portion of my civil rights.
Perhaps the Senator doesn't
know the meaning of the word
"civil rights", or hasn't heard of
DeeriteId and Little Rock.—John-

"Doc, There's One Thing You And • The
•

LAGOS, Nigeria — At this writ- All the non-whites irrespective Ode's, the ties of long-associaing. President Eisenhower is in of differences of culture, Ian- tion and some affection between
India, President Charles DeGaulle guage and geography stand toge- the British and the Africans canof France is in Senegal, British ther on common ground in full not remain unaffected by British
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan opposition to the white supreme- double-talk on the color questios
and his Colonial Secretary, lain cy doctrine, the device which has at this crucial moment in hisMacleod, are enroute to Africa been used for several centuries to tory.
A.s the United States move, teand the Duke of Edinburgh has build and sustain colonial rule.
just returned home from Ghana. In a free choice, I believe that ward the acceptance of its Neer*
Interest and concern over the the vast majority of these non- millions as first class citizens, the
non-white world of Africa a n d white peoples would choose to goodwill of Africans for Armlets*
Asia by the big powers of the live according to the tenets and increases. There has long been I
western world have never been ideals of western democracy re great admiration for the induittle
keener than at this moment. We ther than those of communism. al and technical prowess of Amerare witnessing a turning point in While they are attracted to west- ica but the stories of racial viothe history of the non-white mil- ern idealism, they are often re- lence have done our cause great
lions. The course of their future is pelled by western practices. It is harm. Every shot at a Negro vienot only important to world peace this gap between principle and dm of racism in America
but it is important to the basic practice that permits the commu- sounda throughout Africa and ta
social and economie structure of nists to sow the seeds of revolu- heard around the non-white world.
Any American support toda,
tion.
western society.
In Africa, rich in natural re- Africans, for instance. are keen. for the Union of South Africa fisources and in manpower, the cry ly disappointed with the develop- nancial or otherwise, is especial
of independence and freedom can ments in the great struggle going resented. South Africa has hIPbe heard almost everywhere. The on in Britain over African affairs. come the capstone of racism and
old colonial order is breaking to The powerful conservative party the fountainhead of racial bigotry.
pieces and the so-called savages seems dead set upon maintaining No knife can cut any keener thin
of yesterday are demanding rec- support for a hands-off policy re- the policy of apartheid which hi
ognition and acceptance as full garding apartheid in the Union of being pursued with relentless de-members in modern civilized so- South Africa. The British govern- termination.
ciety. They are building new me ment also seems determined to At the moment the economy of
lions and new governments to run stand pat on the Federation of the South Africa is booming and its
Rhodesias and Nyasaland. Furth- Prosperity is attracting investors
them.
In Asia, populous and impover- er there is little or no action in England and America as WSW
ished, hungry millions are caught forthcoming on the growing ra- before. Hope of economic Snits
between the siren calls of t he cial problems within England it- tions against South Africa is 11011
today. Nevertheless, unless some
western and cornmuniet ways of self
life. Despite great differences There is perhaps no disposition way is found to fore' a change
among themselves, they share on the part of the new emerg- of policy in South Africa. there
with the Africans the unholy legs. ing African :Winne formerly nil- will be no peace in Africa and
cy of the doctrine of white au- ed by Britain as colonies to quit we shall perhaps see the beginthe British Commonwealth. Never ning of the end of world peace.
premacy.

STARLET STELLA STEVENS
Is shown with a copy of the
magazine which shows her
In a three page gate • folded
color spread. A recent Memphis newspaper editorial headed "Stella's Mistake" said
"We are sorry to see Stella
Stevens fall victim to the

VICE PRESIDENT Richard
Nixon (left) smiles as he
points out something of interest to his closest political
associate, Atty-Gen. William
P. Rogers, during the ColtsGiants championship football
game in Baltimore. With New

cruel press-agentry of Hollywood." Miss Stevens says she
is a "person who thinks for
herself' and if posing for a
nude picture was a mistake,
she'll learn from it. She feels
the picture was in good taste.
(UPI Telephoto)

York Gosernor Nelson Rockefeller out of the race, Nixon
now seems to have a clear
field for the 1960 Republican
Presidential nomination. Colts
won the game, 31-16. (t: P I
Telephoto)

Russia Replies To West's Proposal

Fire Damages Chicago's Southside Businesses

Shah, Queen Begin Delayed Honeymoon
TEHRAN — (UPI) — The Shah and his new Queen Farah leave
today for their delayed honeymoon at Ramsar on the Caspian sea,
the royal palace has disclosed.
Palace sources said the Shah's cold, the official reason for postponing the honeymoon, has cleared up.

FIREMEN FIGHT box alarm fire at Chicago's South Indiana ave., which
began about 7:30 a.m. Sunday and caused undetermined damages to a tavern and barber shop. Greatest damage apparently occurred in the tavern
which was hardest hit by the blaze. Considerable exterior and interior
damages to the tavern, including cave-in of the ceiling, were reported. A
complete report on the cause of the blaze and estimate of damages was
not available at press time. (Defender Staff Photo by Rhoden)

Lodge Will Not Seek Vice President Post
BEVERLY, Mass. — (UPI) — Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge
says he has no plans to seek the Republican vice presidential nomination next year.
"I am not going to be a candidate for any elective office in
1960," the United Nations delegate said Sunday following New York
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller's announcement he would not seek the
GOP presidential nomination.

FDA Seizes Celery, Lettuce Shipments

Wants US Pilot Tried As Prisoner Of War

MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet Union replied to the Western
proposal for east-west disarmament talks in Geneva March 15.
French Ambassador Maurice DeJean was called to the Soviet
foreign ministry to receive the reply to the Dec. 22 proposal, which
was agreed on at the western summit meeting in Paris.
DeJean declined to disclose the contents of the Soviet reply, but
he said the text "Will probably be published within 24 hours."
The members of the new 10-power disarmament committee which
would meet in Geneva are: The United States, Britain, France, Italy,
Canada, the Soviet Union, Poland, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and
Rumania.

Islands Vote To Stay In French Republic

NOUMEA, New Caledonia — (UPI) — The tiny South Pacific
islands of Wallis and Futuna have voted 94 per cent in favor of
remaining an integral part of the French republic.
Unofficial returns Monday showed that of the 4,576 registered
voters on the two islands 4.564 cast ballots and 4,307 voted "yes."
The remaining 257 voted "no."

Police Probe Desecration Of Synagogue

JAKARTA, Indonesia — (UPI) — The defense attorney for an
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Food and Drug Administration
has movCOLOGENE, Germany — (UPI) — Police in this Rhineland cit
recently seized "a number of shipments" of celery produced by a American pilot accused of flying for the Indonesian rebels
ed to have him tried as a legitimate prisoner of war and not as a are trying to determine whether the Christmas-eve desecration of
grower who used too much pesticide on his crop, it was disclosed.
ALBERT LEA, Minn. — (UPI) — At least 150 non-strikers crossa synagogue here was part of a large-scale anti-Jewish movement.
FDA commissioner George P. Larritk did not identify the grow- soldier of fortune.
The local leader of the German Reich party and several other
ed picket lines and entered the Wilson & Co. packing plant without er except to say he has some large plots of celery in Florida.
The flier, Allen Lawrence Pope, 29, of Homstead, Fla., was
attack on the
thcident Monday as armed national guardsmen stood by.
The FDA chief said his agency had another case in which a let- brought to trial before an air force military court on four specific persons have been arrested in connection with the
The peaceful reopening of the plant was in marked contrast ta, tuce grower left too much pesticide on his crops "and were seizing
synagogue, whose walls were daubed with swastikas and the words
charges involving flying bombing missions for the Indonesian rebels. -Jews get out."
the scene nearly three weeks ago when angry pickets stoned non- them through the federal courts.''
One charge carried a possible death penalty but this would be
strikers' cars and police confiscated guns, knives and blackjacks.
eliminated if he is tried as a prisoner of war under the Geneva
convention.
RALEIGH, N C — I UP1) — The Raleigh News and Observer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI) — Forty of about 340 prisoners at
PAU:4 — (UPI) — President Eisenhower left Monday by plane
publishing co., has announced the retirement of Josephus Daniels jr.
Saturday,
late
hour
an
nearly
for
rioted
the Columbus workhouse
for Madrid and meetings with Generalissimo Francisco Franco on
as business manager.
burning a pile of mattresses in a stairway and beating a guard beHAVANA — (UPI) — Four more "counter-revolutionaries" have
the last leg of his peace mission that took him halfway around the
Frank Daniels jr., president an general manager of the Nesii.
governthe
sabotage,
of
acts
fore being subdued with tear gas.
planning
for
been arrested in Havana
world.
Observer, made the announcenient it an annual Christtnas pa&
and
been
had
piled
mattresses
30
about
The fire department sain
ment announced.
In Paris he attended a three-day meeting of the big four western
employes of the newspaper. Ht. said Daniels would retire from
for
ty
at
up in a stairway and ignited, causing damage later estimated
The arrests were made by secret agents of the national revolu- active participation in management of the company but would rebeads of government and discussed serious Franco-American M$150.
tionary police.
lerences with President Charles De Gaulle. He goes to Morocco tomain chairman of the board.
Christmas
The announcement said the four men, all Cubans, had been reday and returns to Washington Tuesday night for the
1051sta from former Batista regime general Jose Pedraza
holidays.
OTTAWA, Ont. — (UPI) — Prime Minister John Diefenbaker
...Miami Herald reporter James Buchanan Ca
Tuesday night congratulated President Eisenhower on the "triumformally was charged with complicity Tuesday in the flight of
phant success" of his Asian and European tour in a telegram desk
soldier of fortune Austin Young who escaped from a
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — (UPI) — Velocity records for a American
to Eisenhower as his plane refueled at Goose Bay, Labra-t
livered
prison.
Cuk..an
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) — An appeal has gone out for
ground-launched missile have been broken by a mach 10 hypersonic
dor.
headquarters of Premier Fidel
the
at
were
lodged
charges
The
rocket which reached a velocity of nearly 10 times the speed of
rare type of blood here in an effort to help save the life of a St.
"As your journey draws near its close, I want to extend to you
Army Department of Investigatiens.
sound within 10 seconds after launching, it was announced Monday. Castro's revolutionary
Louis, Mo., boy who suffered burns over 50 per cent of his body personally and on behalf of my colleagues in the Canadian governThe three-stage missile was successfully test-fired Wednesday
while lighting a Christmas candle.
ment our heartfelt congratulations on the triumphant success of your
at Holloman Air Force Base, N. M., and flew 6,000 miles an hour,
The injured boy is Chris Marshall, 6, the son of an Ozark air- mission in furthering the cause of peace with freedom," he stated.
MANILA — (UPI) — One-hundred schoolteachers who had been lines pilot, Capt. Merrick Marshall. The Milwaukee blood center
according to the Santa Barbara division of the Curtiss-Wright Corp.,
missing for five days in the typhoon-lashed central Philippines turn- reported type A negative blood from donors who themselves had third
maker of the missile.
ed up safe and sound Tuesday, reducing the toll of the storm to degree burns and skin grafts within the past two years are needed.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet Union and Finland has con64 persons dead or missing.
Simplicio
a one-billion ruble (250 million dollars at the official rate)
eluded
Col.
Lt.
constabulary
quoted
Reports from Samar
ST. MORITZ, Switzerland. — (UPI) — Former empress Soraya,
trade agreement for 1960.
from Zumarraga
out
set
had
who
teachers,
the
saying
as
Cristobal
so nervous she stayed in her hotel room most of the morning, had
At the same time, Russia agreed to lend the Helsinki government
the typhoon hit, succeeded in returnCLEVELAND — (UPI) — A 32-year-old mother apparently went
her hair done at the moment her former husband, the Shah of Iran, for Samar in a launch when
Sheffield Lake and shot her three 500 million rubles to be repaid over a 12-year period at the low
suburban
Zumarraga.
in
to
Saturday
ing
berserk
was marrying Farah Diba in Tehran.
2 per cent.
/
daughters, fatally wounding the youngest, one-month-old Katherine interest of 21
The former Queen of Persia is spending a lonely winter vacation
An official communique said Finland would use the loan mainly
Kistler.
here until her Christmas rendezvous with Roman Prince Raimondo
The mother, Coleen Kistler, was taken to St. Joseph Hospital for the purchase of Soviet machines and equipment ''for the future
HARTFORD, Conn. — (UPI) — Connecticut's 80-year-old law
Orsini, the man she is reported ready to marry. Her mother is
development" of its economy and the "insurance of the employment
unanwas
stake
at
is
life
a psychiatric examination.
mother's
for
a
if
even
control
birth
banning
with her.
the Finnish population."
of
court.
imously upheld Tuesday by the state supreme
The court said it was up to the state Legislature to lift or
ban.
PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles De Gaulle will arrive in modify the
HONOLULU — (UPI) — A Pan American World Airways Boeing
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI) — The Attorney General's office
court's ruling was handed down in four legal actions
state
The
"several
Washington Easter Monday, April 18, for an official visit of
707 jet carrying 102 passengers and 11 crewmen has set a new com- said Tuesday it has regained some Abraham Lincoln historical items
have the law declared unconstitutional.
to
citizens
by
brought
days," it was announced officially Monday.
mercial speed record of five hours and 45 minutes on the flight and thereby dismissed a case against Paul A. Nehring and Mrs.
The visit will be his first since April, 1945, when he went to
from Tokyo to Honolulu.
Anna I. Fay.
Washington for talks with President Truman.
The state brought suit against Mrs. Fay and Nehiring because
New
that
Tuesday
LONDON — (UPI) — Radio Moscow charged
The plane was piloted by Captain Dent, Terrell and eclipsed the
in a collection held by the two, belonging
York's Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller is anti-labor, anti-communist, old mark of six hours and 12 minutes set Nov. 14. Riding on a tail said the items, included
originally owned either by Illinois or by Herbert W.
collection
a
to
to
up
speeds
anti-American.
maximum
hit
jet
the
possibly
hour
and
an
miles
wind averaging 138
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Two 500-foot balloons will he launch- anti-Russian
Fay, the late custodian of the Lincoln Monument here.
The Moscow broadcast, quoting what it said was an editorial 780 miles an hour while flying at 33,000 feet.
ed to altitudes of 18 to 22 mlies from an aircraft carrier next month
economist
"American
by
Pravda
organ
communist
the
for
written
to capture cosmic rays 50,000 times more energetic than an AVictor, Perlo," accused Rockefeller of "dangerous demagogy."
bomb's splitting atoms.
• Chi— (UPI) — T h e general superintendent of t
FounScience
National
was
This
announced Sunday night by the
taking a day off from cago Park District has resigned because of age and "The rigors of
mechanic,
A
—
(UPI)
—
KANKAKEE
dation and the Office of Naval Research. The balloons, of record
the automobile fell and administration."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) has urg- work to tune up his car, died Sunday when
size, are expected to get information on mysterious nuclear particles
George T. Donoghue, 75, told the Park District board ,he would
him.
crushed
to
aid
military
sharply
cut
to
administration
Eisenhower
billion
electron
the
ed
10,000
from space which hit energy peak, up to
Smothers had like the resignation to become effective Jan. I.
31.
Police
Smothers,
said
Robert
was
victim
The
the
in
standards
living
raise
to
savings
Latin America and use the
volts.
The board said Donoghue, who entered park work in 1913. would
lifted up the f ront end of the car with a hoist. They said the hoist
hemisphere.
fell on him.
be retained as a consultant to the board. It was also expected
Morse, chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Latin America, apparently broke and the car
Donoghue would write a history of the park district.
American nations. His
MOSCOW — (UPI) — British Ambassador Sir Patrick Reilly has just returned from a tour of seven South
administration's interthe
on
year
next
hearings
planning
is
group
Khrushchev
delivered his government's invitation to Premier Nikita
American policy.
Monday to attend a summit conference in Paris.
FARMER CITY — (UPI) — Mrs. Effie Valentit,e, 42, was killed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The mercury astronauts will take
American Ambassador Llewellyn Thompson and French AmbasSaturday and three persons, including her husband and son, injured their first brief space rides in the year coming up.
sador Maurice De Jean had appointments shortly afterwards to see
' WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) says when their car collided head-on with one carrying five teen-age girls
Nevertheless, according to the National Aeronautics and Space
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
thi use of wire tapping devices by government and private investi- along Ill. 150.
Administration, 1960 will be just a make-do year.
Western observers here were confident the Russian would ac- gators "Offers a real threat to the privacy of the U. S. citizen and
No giant steps into space can be attempted by this country, ofPolice charged the driver of the girls' car, Bronnie Gage, 19,
cept the invitations immediately.
the sanctity of the American home."
driving in the wrong ficials say, until giant rocket boosters now being developed become
and
license
a
without
driving
with
Danville,
CommitJudiciary
Senate
Wiley, top Republican member of the
available toward the middle of the new decade.
lane.
tee, said last night it was "Imperative for Congress to draw a clear
Injured in the Valentine car were Mrs. Valentine's son. Gary,
NEW DELHI — (CPI) — Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru line between legal and illegal uses of such equipment."
15, her husband, James, 48. and James' brother, Roy, 45, all of
Monday rejected Communist China's offer to meet Dec 28 on the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Government auditors have reported.
Bloomington.
that ships scheduled for delivery to foreign countries under the
border problem and disclosed he had recalled the Indian ambassador
scientists
Canadian
and
American
—
(UPI)
—
WASHINGTON
from Peiping for consultations.
military aid program were put into "better condition" by the Navy
rocket from the Wallops Island,
than those in the active U. S. fleet.
"I find it quite impossible to go to Rangoon or any other place launched a four-stage "Javelin"
space
from
radio signals
within the next few days," Nehru told parliament in replying to Va., test station early Tuesday to measure
The General Accounting Office said Tuesday in a report to
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — (UPI) — Comedian Bob Hope, reportand test a new U. S. space engine.
tits offer by Chinese Communist Premier Chou En-Lai.
spells" during a holiday tour of Congress that the "extensive and costly" overhauling does not jibe
-dizzy
two
suffered
have
to
ed
announced
Administration
The National Aeronautics and Space
Alaska military installations, left for Hollywood after being advised with defense policy calling for "austere" equipping of such ships.
here that the 7,000-pound rocket blasted off at 2:68 a. m. EST and
his doctor to "take it easy."
by
fell into the Atlantic about 600 miles away 18 minutes later.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The chief economist of the National
Despite a blood clot that nearly cost the sight of his right ee
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The nation's biggest city after digging
Planning Association predicts that the U. S. rate of economic growth
insisted on his Christmas loyalty to U. S. out of a seven-inch snowfall that
Hope
year,
this
earlier
to
nearly hamstrung its transportain the next decade will rise to 4.2 per cent annually.
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — The World Bank was expected
troops and led a troup including Jayne Mansfield, Steve McQueen, tion arteries, faces a possible repeat
despite
Republic
performance Christmas Eve.
Arab
United
the
to
loan
It averaged 3 per cent a year during the 1951 .59 period.
approve a 56 million dollar
Frances Langford and Jerry Colona to Alaska.
The 18-hour snowstorm started on the last day of autumn and
The economist, Gerhard Cohn, said his forecast was based on a plea by 66 House members that the decision be held up until that
ended -s:st 35 minutes before winter officially arrived Tuesday. Rut
dm expectation that the nation's labor force would grow and that country agrees to let Israel use the Suez Canal.
air, rail and road transportation was
the
after
shortly
Monday,
hobbled for most of the day.
appeal
their
technology
defense
world conditions would permit "the adaptation of
The congressmen made
conto
hour
an
to peacetime use."
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Gilda Gray, once a s)mbol of the
board of executive directors of the bank met for
condition's
NEW ORLEANS —iUPI) — The president of the International
sider the loan, which would be used to improve traffic
roaring 20s, was laid to rest Saturday following funeral services at
in the canal.
St. Ambrose Catholic Church.
Longshoremen's Local 1418 said Tuesday some 15,000 New Orleans
The one-time "shimmy queen" died almost penniless Tuesday in Longshoremen were granted the 41 -cent wage increase and fringe
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Philip A. Hart (D -Mich.) said
Hollywood apartment after suffering a heart attack. She was 60. benefits they sought from Coastal Steamship Associations.
Monday he would ask spokesmen for the Food and Drug Adminisher
he
says
-Colo.)
(R
Allott
Gordon
Sen.
—
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
200 persons attended requiem mass for Miss Gray, whose
About
Alfred Chittenden said James Blaisewell, labor relations offitration to testify in the Senate investigation of drug prices.
back
cut
to
planning
has been assured that the Air Force is nrit
earning as an entertainer were estimated at more than 4-million cial for the New Orleans steamship
' Witnesses before the Senate anti-trust and monopoly subcommitassociation, Complied with the
its Titan intercontinental ballistic missile program as a result of
dollars.
tee last week said physicians are protecting their patients when
ILA's demands while ballots were being
failures.
test
counted on whether to accept
a 22-cent, three year graduated wage
they specify drugs by trade name rather than generic term in preboost offer. Chittenden said
Ile said he contacted Air Force officials "at every level and with
• the steamship association's
scriptions.
action averted an almost certain rPany connection" with the program and concluded that it was "Movprod
whose
d
a
u
s
h
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.i pTtiri
chooses drugs manufactured by a firm in
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ofart
aieLyonignsjhuonrcetimoenn's strike on Dec. 27, deadline on an S'
ing ahead strongly and on schedule "
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI) — John W Bricker, former three
nets he has confidence, even though another firm mgiht offer the
term governor, U S. Senator and 1944 Republican vice presidential
same drug at a lower cost, according to the testimony.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Five rank•and-file teamsters claim- nominee, welcomed New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller's withdrawal
CAIRO — (UPI) — The rebel
a candidate for the GOP presidential nomination.
ing to represent all the union's 1.600.000 members have asked a
Algerian provisional government
teamster cleanthat
vas
we
won't
have
fortunate
an
policing
very
"It's
group
watchdog
reported to have been jolted by a bloodless coup d'etat that
interparty
the
fight,"
dissolve
to
court
federal
MonHOUSTON, Tex — (CPI) — Crowds of American citizens
ousted "Premier" Ferhat Abbas in favor of
Bricker said,
up efforts.
day flied past the bier of the last veteran of the Civil War.
an extremist leader eho
is pledged to a war-to-the
They told the U. S. district court here in a petition Monday that
-end against France.
Walter Washington Williams. 117, died Saturday. His body, dressPresident
Richard
said
M.
Vice
Nixon
He
"Would
have
added
won
the
They
According to usually well informed sources her.. the, new rebel
ed in a grey Confederate General's uniform with a star on each the Monitors Board was out to "destroy" the union. "conflicts of nomination anyway. The sentiment over the country is
.,1
overwhelm.
is Ker4m Ralkassem, a militant Moslem nationalist who served
side of the collar, lay in a blue and grey casket draped with the that two91 of the three monit^e- bsve been guilty of

150 Cross Picket Line At Albert Lea

Ike On Last Leg Of Peace Mission

Josephus Daniels Leaves Newspaper Post

Ohio Prisoners Stage Hour-Long Riot

Arrest More 'Counter-Revolutionaries'
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Ground-Launched Missile Breaks Records
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Canadian Minister Congratulates Ike

Seek Rare Blood For Yule Fire Victim

100 Schoolteachers .Safe After Typhoon

Russia, Finland Make $250

Former Wife 'Nervous' As Shah Marries

Mill ion Deal

Mother Goes Berserk, Shoots 3 Children

Conn. Court Upholds Birth Control Ban

Jet Breaks Commercial Flight Record

De Gaulle Plans Easter Visit To U.S.

2 Return Lincoln Items To State

Radio Moscow Blasts Nelson Rockefeller

ic

Use Balloons To Capture Cosmic Rays

Mechanic Killed Working On Own Car

Donoghue Resigns Park District Job

Advises Revamp Of Aid To Latin America

Invites Khrushchev To Summit Conference

III. Woman Dies In Head-On Crash

U. S. Expects lo-So' Space Year In '60

Urges Congress Name Legal Wire Tapping

Nehru Rejects Red China's Offer To Meet

Navy Gives 'Best' Ships In Foreign Aid

U. S., Canada Fire 4-Stage Rocket

Bob Hope Rests After Military Tour

Predict Rise In U.S. Economic Growth

New York Faces 2nd Big Snow Tonight

World Bank Will Lend Arabs $56 Million

200 Attend Last Rites For Gilda Gray

Grant Longshoremen 41-Cent Increase

Federal Agent To Testify In Drug Probe

AF Will Not Drop Titan Missile Plans

Senator Bricker Lauds Rockefeller Move

Teamsters Ask End Of Federal 'Watchdot'

Pay FinaJ Tribute To Last Civil War Vet

Algerians Oust Premier For Extremist

as
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TRI - STATE DEFENDER
NEWSBOYS who are serviced
by Field Representative Ray
Wicks, right, pose for the lens-

man before taking to t h e
floor at the Hippodrome Roll
•A-Rink on Beale. Party was
arranged for the group by the

KLONDYKE SCHOOL HI • 'Y
CUR goes all out to aid the
needy during Christmas boil-

Defender and the Hippodrome
management. Another skating
session is in store for the
newsboys who work under the

days. The group sponsored a
dance and charged a can of
food as admission. Hundreds

supervision of Robert Neal.
Defender newsboys are currently busy competing in a gi•
gantic $400 contest which is

of cans were collected in this
manner and turned over to IP
Klondyke Civic Club for distri•

just a few weeks old. Mem
phians desiring home delivery
service are requested to phone
the offices of the Tri-State Defender at JAckson 6-8397.

bution. Members of the Ri-Y
club are shown in these two
pictures clustered around their

donations. Howard Jackson is
president of the Klondyke Civic
Club. He lauded the young

people for their Interest
the worthwhile projecl

in

•

BOOK REVIEWERS—The Li•
bran' club of Manassas high
school was favored with a book
review recently by the presitie Cit wide Library

club, Miss Hortenes Spillers
of Melrose high. Ernest Withers, president of the Libratt
club of Manassas, introduced
the speaker. Above seated

from left to right are Frankie
Addle
Coleman, secretary;
Holmes, vice president; Annette ivory. parliamentarian;
Lynn Rumpus, guest from

Melrose; Ernest Withers. jr
president; Classic Robanner,
assistant secretary; and Mary
McLeod, reporter. Standing

are Mary Jones, sergeant al
arms; Benjamin Lanier, reporter: and Betty Reeves,
treaante.r.

SPIRIT Or CHRISTMAS —
Owen college was the setting
for the Shelby Comity COUR•
cil's Spirit of Christmas affair held Dec. IL A good time
was bad by all. Elder G. A.
Evans was guest speaker.
The entire program was dedi-

eated to Mrs. Arden* Gooch,
president of the council. On
hand for the fun were standing, from left, Mmes. N. A.
Crawford, Johnnie Mae Peters, Agnes Gipson. Katherine
Tappan, Mary Ana Wrusben

and Ida Rampert. seated are
Mesdames Matti@ Burnett*,
scholarship chairman: Grettie
Adair, corresponding secretary; Eineda Ayers. treaserer; Arden* Gooch, president;
aid Um B. Janes. airassiarY.
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HERE COMES THE BRIDE—
Miss Inez Jean Terrell, now
Mrs. James H. Boyd, is led
down the aisle to the beautiful

the Cummings St. Baptist
church, officiated by Rev. W.
L. Varnado. The bride, beaming in the center picture is a

strains of the wedding march
by her father, Charles N. Terrell of 357 W. Fields. The marriage ceremony took place in

Young
Memphis

SOCIETY

Merry
Co-Round

teacher In the Memphis public school system at Lincoln
school. She is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington and

LeMoyne college. On the far
right she has just repeated
the marriage rows and takes

her place with her husband,
James H. Boyd, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Boyd of 159S

Farrington. He is a graduate
of Woodstock high school and
of LeMoyne. He, too, is a

Yuletide Season Met With Big
Bang By Memphis Socialites

teacher, a science instructor
at E. A. Harrold junior high
school in Millington, Tenn.
(Photos by George Hardin)

Cautions
Against
Blitz Diet

On the heels of new statistical
Among the college set home for Marjorie Lee Browne to he with
evidence released recently by the
LawMrs.
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Mr.
parents.
her
Tarpley
Marvin
are
holidays
the
insurance industry relating obeswhite who is a student at Boston uni- rence J. Lee.
traditionally
a
Sans
•
to early death, a noted nutriity
•
Christmas, hearts were neverthe- versity's School of Law. . .Lewis
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Case of the Violent
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$125,000 At Stake in Walker Estate Fight
Claims Second
Marriage Illegal

Illinois
CAIRO
Be DAN CLARK
Mrs. Hazel Clyde of Cleveland
is a welcomed guest at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Hart.
Mrs. Emma Jones became converted recently and united with
the Church of God in Christ.
Sherman Hill was called home
from his job as a prison guard
in Joliet to be at the bedside of
his sick wife, Mrs. Ola
Earl Parham, prominent citizen
and politician became a member of Wild's Chapel AME church.
Mrs. Josie Shaw is very much
Improved since her return home
from St. Mary's hospital.
• ••
ROCKFORD
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD JR.
Eugene Fletcher is spending his
!vacation in Detroit with relatives
lend friends.
I Pledge James left last week
for Little Rock to spend Christmas.
• ••
FREEPORT
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR.
,1 George and Robert McDonald,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Lee McDonald are home to spend the holidays. George is serving with the
Navy and stationed in Oakland,
Calif., while Robert is with the
Air Force stationed in Missouri.
Mr. Slaughter has returned
home from Danville, Ill, where he
attended the funeral of his sister.
Funeral service for Joseph
White was held at Third Baptist
church, Davenport, Iowa. Mr.
White was the brother of Mrs.
George Erwin. Among those who
attended were Rev. and M r a.
George Erwin, and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry E. Pearson.
1 Mrs. Mamie Farr left last week
for Detroit to spend Christmas
with her daughter,
Mrs. Mary
Givens.
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More than $125,000 is at stake as storm clouds are beginning to form in a legal wrangle over the estate of the
late Dr. J. E. Walker who was president of Universal Life
Insurance co. and Tri - State Bank when he was shot to
death in July, 1958.

THOSE BARS, those golden bars! Four seniors who
graduated from A & T College
and had completed requirements In the Army ROTC pro•
gram were immediately commissioned as second lieuten-

ants In the U. S: Army. The
new officers are: (left to right)
Lieutenants: L. D. Murray,
Greensboro; T.A. Brown, jr.,
New Bern; M. L. Baker, Fay.
etteville and A. L. Keyes, Oriental. The girls, chosen to pin

their bars, include from left
to right: Bettie Bragg, Greensborb; Marie Stanley, New
Bern; Yvonne Melton, Ahoskie and Ossie Johnson, Stan.
Icy.

Car Buyers
Like Rolls-Royce
In the Chicago area, luxury car and Bentley cars, showed that
buyers are turning in increasing 1959 sales in Chicago and envirnumbers to Rolls-Royce and Bent- ons were 200 percent above the
ley motor cars. While sales of previous year's sales.
these two famous British - built Rolls-Royce has just introduced
cars are small in relation to do- a new aluminum Vee-eight engine
mestic cars, it can be revealed which has attracted attention all
that 1959 sales registered a signi- over the world. The company now
ficant increase in this area over has a line of models ranging from
the previous year.
a four-door Rolls-Royce Silver
Figures recently released by Cloud sedan priced at $14,895
Rolls-Royce, Inc., the New York (Bentley sedan, $14.595) to a
marketing organization responsi- new luxury series of Rolls-Royce
ble for U. S. sales of Rolls-Royce limousines which begin at slightly
more than $25,000.
By far the greatest number of
sales is in the models priced in
the $15,000 bracket.
The two authorized Rolls-Royce
and Bentley dealers in the Chicago area are Imperial Motors,
Inc , of Wilmette and Peter G.
Malone, Inc., of Park Ridge.

Musically Yours
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SHORTLY AFTER marriage,
this photo was taken of Dr.
and Mrs. J. E. Walker. Mrs.
Walker (now Mrs. Charles
Tarpley) is currently seeking
one • year's widow's support
from the estate of Dr. Walker. Should this be granted she
would automatically be granted more than $125,000 or one-
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Jesse Owens To
Address 300 Youth

If
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third of the estate of the
former head of Universal Life
Insurance co. A. Maceo Walker, present president of the
company, is protesting the
petition charging that she
was not legally married to his
father. She was Dr. Walker's
second wife.

PHILADELPHIA — More than,ing Freedom." Sen. Clark also re750 Kappas and hundreds of oth- ceived a Distinguished Service
the Philadelphia
er persons are attending the 49th Award from
annual grand chapter meeting of Alumni Chapter, host group to
the Grand Chapter.
Kappa Alpha Psi here.
This is the first Kappa conven- Sharing the spotlight with Sen.
tion in Philadelphia since the fra- Clark was Judge Scovel RichardPRESIDENT OF THE San Antoternity established headquarters,son of the U. S. Customs Court.
i eh of the NAACP, the
nio brLt
here several years ago. The me Judge Richardson, a Kappa, reRev. Emerson Marcee has anGossette carried the performance tional office is located at 2320 N. ceived the first Hamilton - Kappa
By Theodore Charles Stone
nounced his resignation from that
Alpha Psi Award for distinguishto a successful finish. At the close Broad St.
ar of the presntation Rev. Damons P. Conclave headquarters are loded community service. This is
t.
post after six years. Stating he Arriving late - at
will remain an active member of Methodist church, at 8441 S. St. Young, pastor of the church, ex- cited at the beautiful Sheraton'a new fraternty honor.
the organization, the Rev. Marcee Lawrence ave., Sunday, we only tended an invitation to the aud- Hotel. All meetings and most of
the final strains of
said pressing obligations and other he
ience to share the fellowship hour the civic and social affairs are
"Youth" participants In t h • commendations for Illinois Young'
'I
business made his resignation im- "The Trumpet Shall Sound", held in the reception flail
of the held at the Sheraton.
state now preparing for the 1960 , people made at the conference,
perative. Activities of the branch "Worthy Is The Lamb" and the
The convention opened on a nanewly purchased church.
Whits House Conference on Chil- Arsenault explained. Such a group
under his leadership resulted in majestic "Amen Chorus."
tional civic note Dec. 27 with a
dm and Youth will consider form- would also permit valuable ex.'
desegregation in mpst area of the Before a packed house Walter E. EBENEZER CHOIR
public mass meeting in the maio OAK GRO%
ing a permanent Illinois organize- changes with similar groups In'
•
community, incltsibse schools, the Gossette, distinguished conductor IN GOOD FORM
ballroom of the hotel. Guest
tion of their own, Del Arsenault of other states.
Messiah
as
By MARY R. CLARK C
performed
by speaker was Joseph S. Clark of
swimming pool and other facil- and choir master led members of The
Chicago, 19 year-old temporary It will ne
the
Senior
choir
of
Ebenezer
Bapnecessary that the
ities.
Mr. E. D. Webb is still on the
the Senior choir of the church tist church, under the director- the U. S. Senate.
chairman for the group, said.
organization plan fit within the
augmented by the Young Adult ship of Calvin B. Williams, Sun- He spoke on the topic, "Staff- sick-list. Out-of-towners who visA group of 34 young people in framework of the Illinois Commisited Mr. Webb were Mr. Pain, Mr.
choir and several visiting singers day evening, Dec. 20, turned out
the state, who have been serving sion on Children, the agency that
in what was obviously a touching to be one of the more rewarding
and Mrs. Martin, Mr. Dape, mems
as members of county commit- will spearhead follow-up action fo
bers of Cherry Hill MB church.
performance.
tees or the Illinois Committee for the state after national recom•
presentations of the current seasRev. L. Carr and many others.
the conference, will meet in Chi- comdations are determined by PRINCETON, N. J. — (UPI) —
applause
and
From
comment
the
and
on
group
.
FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla. —
Hosea Dixon, teacher of McIncago, Wednesday, Dec. 30 to die- delegates of the 50 states. Arsen- A Chinese "cribbing shirt" with
crowd
as
made
the
large
heard
Conductor Williams held to his
(UPI) — Sen. Estes Kefauver (Dtyre
high school has recovered
cuss the possibility of organiz- ault pointed out that the young quotations from the four books of
Tenn.) says his Senate subcommit- its way into falling snow out- same careful leadership of the
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At issue is whether or not Mrs. According to Atty. Lopez, Mrs.
Louise O'Reilly Walker (now Mrs. Tarpley was not included in Dr.
Louise Walker Tarpley) will re- Walker's will because the wealthy
ceive the one-third widow's share insurance executive had planned
of the $379,592 estate as required to make a new will to include his
new wife and her child whom he
by law.
Dr. Walker's son, A. Maceo was going to adopt.
Walker, now president of Univer- In fact, Mr. Lopez said, adopsal and executor of the estate, has tion proceedings were scheduled
served notice that he will fight on the very morning that Judge
an award of one year's widow's Washington Hamilton, 76, shot and
support to Mrs. Tarpley, who Was killed Dr. Walker in his office.
Dr. Walker's second wife.
1SET HEARING
WIDOW'S SUPPORT
A hearing will be held January
Through Atty. A. A. Letting, Mr.
,7 to determine whether Probate
Walker announced that he would Judge Sylvanus Polk will appoint
contest Mrs. Tarpley's court pethree commissioners to set the
tition for the one-year's widow's amount of support for Mrs. Tarpsupport on the grounds that a di- ley.
vorce granted his father's first Major beneficiaries under the
wife was not valid, consequently wiil were A. Maceo Walker and
her marriage to the late Dr. his sister, Mrs. Johnetta Walker
Walker was not legal.
Kelso.
Both Attorney Letting and Atty. Dr. Walker's major holdings,1
Wallace Lopez, Mrs. Tarpley's according to an inventory of the!
lawyer, told the Tri-State Defend- estate, were 2502Ls shares in Unier that should the widow's sup- versal Life. Worth $125 a share.•
port be granted. Mrs. Tarpley this amounts to $312,812.50. Cash,
would automatically receive one- bonds and stock in Tri-State Bank
third of the estate under law.
increased the estate to $379,592.
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Few Surprises
Show In 39
•Sports Parade

Tenn. Captures Tip-Off Tourney
Jar Villa Madonna
93-64To Take Title

A recap of the 1950 sports scene shows httle that strayed from
the path of the expected. The notable exceptions would probably
be Ingemar Johansson's third round KO of Floyd Patterson in the-it
battle for the heavyweight championship, the failure of Cincinnati
and Oscar Robertson to take all of the NCAA basketball marbles,
and the final emergence of the Chicago White Sox to the top .spot
in the American League. There may have been one or two mild
shocks during the athletic year but generally the pattern went according to Hoyle.
The boxing game had its moments in the sports limelight on several occasions. This spotlighting came, principally through several
Investigations from coast to coast concerning the behind the scene
manipulations of the hoodlum element. The findings were in many
ways enlightening but the end results gave no indication that the
general public or the actual fighters were in for a better shake.
Sugar Ray Robinson came out of hiding after 21 months and with
little exertion disposed of Bob Young, whose claim to fame is the
New England light heavyweight championship. Sugar also made a
solemn promise to appear in the same ring with Paul Fender come
Jan. 22 for his two state share of the middleweight title.

•

The National Boxing Association split the middleweight crown
on May 4, giving the hog share to Gene Fullmer and the split may
be a continuing thing with Fullmer making noises about fighting
Sugar Ray but there can hardly be a meeting of the minds al to who
should get the champion's share of said match's receipts. And with
Sugar constantly on the lookout for Sugar, both himself and the
spending kind, the area for compromise is more than limited.
Archie Moore, Joe Brown, Davey Moore and Don Jordan went
through title defenses with a flourish. Jordan's mishap at the hands
of Argentine champion Frederic Thompson was the only mar on the
titleholder's finish.

Sports Briefs

my, 14, at the Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children in
San Francisco. The annual
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Thomas Begins Serious
Training For Comeback
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East-West game will be played in San Francisco Saturday.
(UPI Telephoto)

Johansson hid his right hand from everybody but Patterson in
walking away with boxing's most golden prize. The crafty Swede
now has found the workings of Patterson's now deposed manager,
Cus D'Amato, quite to his lik:ng and he nas shown little real intent
to get into the ring with Floyd for a title rematch. The contracts
have been drawn for a summer bout in New York but who will Ingo
accept as promoters' In the meantime. Patterson is without a
manager and is training for a bout that may be but a fond dream.
And then again maybe he shouldn't get into the ring with Johansson ! Savannah State college's Tigers
won their eighth game in a row
anymore anyhow.
l
as they bested the Virginia State
• • •
Spartans, 102-75, Bedell Walton,
Ira Jackson and Willie Tate topped the Savannah scorers with
24 and 24 p,)ints respectively.
28,
the
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Boston
Celtics,
Pro basketball found the
ing and defensive skills of Bill Russell taking over the National Bas- Ostello Hook led the Spartans
ketball Association championship. The Celtics wound up the 1958-59 with 19.
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for
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ing
knotted the count and with eight
The unveiling of seven foot plus Wilt Chamberlain into the pro minutes gone the Tigers enjoeed
ranks as a charter member of the Philadelphia Warriors at the a 19-14 edge. Savannah kept the
beginning of the present season amounts to the biggest boost in pressure on and lzd 47-30 at the
pay•for-play cage ranks. Chamberlain, off his remarkable record half.
The Tigers extended their lead
as Philly prepster and at Kansas University, was expected to move
easily among the pros but his prowess has set the NBA on its heels. with Tate and Walton spearheadWilt has set a new pattern by hogging the scoring columns and out- ing drive giving Savannah a 20jumprebounding Russell. With the season just about a fourth gone, point lead, 54-34. The edge
ralChamberlain already has the record keepers sharpening their pen- ed to 70-40 before a sustaired
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Southern
•
All
1959
ed to the
named the area's most outstandSoccer Team announced by
ing coach of the year.
James R. Bly of Duke univerSyracuse, with Ernie Davis and Art Baker sparking the Orange
club
memberships
Honorary
10-0
a
up
chalking
Gibbs,
while
McDonald
football
are
college
sity. They
backfield ran away with
were presented to P. B. Young.
colleges and walloped
inside right; Alex Romeo, out%bason Florida A & M topped the Negro
sr., publisher of the Journal and
Blossom Classic to side left; and Peter Heseklah,
Prairie View, 264, before 43,645 in the Orange
Guide: Donald Wingo, assistant
untied.
and
Menhirs.
right
finish the nelson unbeaten
superintendent of recreation, and
repeater from
is
who
a
Gibbs,
the U S. to vicWalter Riddick, local mortician
In track Ray Norton was the top man, leading
last year's All-Southern team,
and sportsman.
in
romp
American
Allthe
19.3.8
spearheading
the
to
named
then
was
also
tories over Russians and
senior
a
is
He
squad.
American
freshUniversity
Boston
Thomas,
John
the Pas-American Games.
KNICKS WON NBA FIRST
from Trinidad, W. I. Heseklith,
one and one quarman, jumped to a world record of seven feet and
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
another Trinidadian, is a junior:
the misfortuae of getwhile Romeo, who is a native
New York Knickerbockers defeatter inches at Madison Square Garden but had
ed the Toronto Huskies, 68-66, on
Thomas is now showing of Bermuda, is a freshman.
ting his foot caught in a campus elevator.
Three other Howard players
Nov. 1, 1946, in the first game
this
infor
winter's
signs of recuperating and should be available
received honorable mentions on
ever played in the National
this year's team which included
end straight time by the. Book- Basketball Association.
WORLD FAMED TRACK and
door meets.
STUDENT t1 00
PRESALE
•••
players from 14 colleges in the
er Washington High school.
Owens,
Jesse
star,
Olympic
trades
controversial
CarNorth
The pro football season saw one of the most
•
Maryland • Virginia
From left are Coach Albert NATS IN EVERY PLAYOFF
second from right, was guest
TICKETS 1P "TICKETS
little to fatten the fortunes
olina area. They were Carlton
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (UPI) —
"Jim" Overby, who accepted
speaker at the Norfolk GridIn National Football League history do
Hinds of Port-au-Spain, W. I.,
trophy for the "Fighting Book- The Syracuse Nationals, N.B.A.
L. A. Rams made
iron Sportsman* Club's annuof the participants. The Chicago Cardinals and the
righ.; Winston Cooke of
outside
ers;" Sidney Holmes, cl u
champions for 1954-55, is the only
al banquet recently honoring
football
players
nine
for
Rams
the
to
Matson
011ie
sent
a deal that
Jamaica, W. I., left halfback:
BIG HIGH SCHOOL BAND SHOW
team in the Naticaal Baseball Aspresident; Owens, and Calvin
the area high school football
and Victor Henry of Trinidad,
Jam, banquet coord?nator
sociation to qualify for every playPRAIRIE VIEW & WILEY
champions. The Alonzo F. ('a In the cellars of their respective divisions.
right fullback.
and sports editor, Journal and off series since becoming a league
their laurels and
they Memrial Trophy, shown
BANDS-DRILL TEAMS
The New York Giants and Bait. Colts retained
Guide.
member.
the seewon
for
photo,
was
in
last
of
year
thriller
III111111111111111111111111111111111111111110818111111111111111111!
sot the stage for a replay of their overtime

Savannah Wins
Eighth In Row

*

By EARL S. CLANTON, III
the two-year -old Tennessee State ued to pull away. Three minutes
left in the game and trailing by
tournament.
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State sponsored Tip-Off
Nebras40 points, the Bulldogs went into
bumped
Madonna
Villa
university's cagers blasted' their
67-56 a freeze just to keep Hunter's
way to the second straight South- ka State in the first round
past Indiana Central Gunners from scoring 100 or more
Central NAIA tip-off basketball! and eased
at Tennessee in points. Fisk suffered its second
crack
a
for
88-38
championship by trouncing Villal
finals. Victor in a squeaker, tourney loss as Indiana crushed
the
last
Saturday
here
93-64
Madonna
Indiana got the semis by nipping them 80-65 for third place.
night.
the
Despite an opening loss, PikeCoach Harold Hunter's cre w Pikeville college five 76-74 in
ville Bears grabbed consecutive
placed three on the All-Tourna- first round.
Fisk university Bulldogs edged overtime game-wins to boss the
ment first five — Gene Werts,
Ben Warley and Porter Merriwe- Georgetown Tigers 50-58 in t h e consolation bracket The Bears
ther. Mert Merriwether, Tennes- opening round setting the stage nipped Nebraska 84-82 in an exsee's 8-0 sophomore captain. was for the Bulldogs to face Hunter's tra five that saw the regular
voted the Most Valuable Player. 1 Gunners on the second night. In game dead locked 78 all The
Blasting with deadly accuracy,I their first athletic contest in more scrappy Bears again needed an
Hunter's Gunners hit bulls • eyesi than 30 years, the Tennessee-Fiski extra inning to subdue Georgetown
77-70 on the timely shooting of
with 123 of 225 shots from the! tilt set Nashville a-buzzing.
-1 a Everett Horne who knotted the
floor posting a stunning 54.7 per-, Nearly 5,900 fans bra v0:.
cent during the three-day dribble' steady rain to watch Tennessee regulation game 64-k14. Georgederby. One point shy of the 100• mis-treat the Bulldogs 57-25 at town whipped Bellarmine 85-55
point game average posted by halftime. Coach Hunter sent in his for a crack at consolation jewelry.
last season's NAIA and UPI second five and Tennessee contin- Spider Warley topped the scorSmall college hardwood champiing with 53 points In the threeons.
day meet. Werts trailed Yearley
Tennessee's balanced firing figby three points while Merriwethured in drubbing Ballermine coler pumped In 42 point' to share
lege 111-60 the opening nigh t,
the team's third scoring slot. thisdumping Fisk 94414 in the semi- HORSE OF THE YEAR'
ale Johnson whose flat . footed
final round and handing the RebNEW YORK — (UP11 — Sword Jump shooting accounted for 33
els a 29-point hardwood lesson Dancer, named 'Horse of the points and fourth scoring position.
during the championship game of Year" for 1959, had the biggest Mel Davis from the starting five
earnings for the year with a to- gave Hunter five men who scored
in double figures for the tourney.
tal bankroll of $537.004
•••
The tourney championship gives
BITTING RAM
coach Hunter's crew eight straight
ANGELES — (UPI) — for the season, and the history'
LOS
Duane Putnam, offensive guard making three-in-a row NAIA
for the Los Angeles Rams, has to tionhl champions now have a
have a new face guard put on his string of 19 games without a dehelmet about every other game feat.
because he specializes in "butALL TOURNAMENT T E A M:
ting" opposing ends and half- Gene Werts, Porter Merriwether,
backs when blocking them.
Ben Warley — Tennessee State;
•• •
Paul Setser — Pikeville; Dan TieOLD PRO
rnan — Villa Madonna. Second
Fla. — (UPI) — five: Rudy Montgomery — BellarDUNEDIN,
PGA Hall of Famer Jock Hutch- mine: Joe Farris — Georgetown;
inson, 75, spends his winters in , Dave Kriege — Villa Madonna;
Fort Lauderdale Florida, and !Donnis Butcher — Pikeville; and
his slimmers in Golf, Ill., where Alton Washington — Fisk.
Most Valuable Player; Porter
he served as Glen View Club pro
Merriwether — Tennessee State.
for 40 years
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Florida A & M Defeats
Morris Brown 94-73

DEFENDER
-

Set., Jun. 2, 1960

41,

TALLAHASSEE, Fla — Melvin
Johnson, a sophomore 6-5 center
from Tampa paced Florida A&M
netters to a 94-73 win over Morris
Brown college here last Saturday
night before a slim crowd in the
FAMU gymnasium.
Johnson, who had 23 points and
took seven rebounds off the boards,
sent A&M out front early in the

game with a neat lay-up from
close range. Forward Cliff Bridges of West Palm Beach carried
on a see-saw scoring contest with
Johnson to lead the Rattlers to a
46-25 lead at the end of the first
half. Johnson had made a total
of seven field goal) for 14 points
at the end of the txdf way mark.
Morris Brown was never in the

ball game as FAMU ihcreased its Barnes.
lead to 32 points at the end of 13. Oglesby employed a two-team
the third quarter. The Wolverines platoon system by using a fresh
made a sincere comeback in the unit every quarter.
final minutes of the game but Florida A&M takes a few days
could not close the margin close off for the holidays before meetenough to make a major threat. ling the South Carolina State College bulldogs in Orangeburg, Jan,
Rattler coach Ed Oglesby's
7.
basketeers, -holders of the pre.
tourney and tournament champ- Florida A&M (94) Morris B.(73)
E. Ross (9)
ionships of the S1AC, racked up Bridges (12)
Pettiford (4)
their first victory in loop play Kennedy (6)
(5)
Wimberly
Johnson
(23)
of
season
a
record
have
now
and
Barnett (14)
3-1. It was the first loss of the Stanley (13)
Scott (21)
current campaign for the visit- L. Davis (3)
Halftime score: Florida A&M
ing Wolverines in six SIAC contests. They nowiftave a season (47); Morris Brown (25). Subs:
A&M, Forchion 2, Young 8, Barnes
record of 5-3.
Four Rattlers hit the double 10, Andrew 9, Edwards 4, C. Davis
digits, Johnson 23, Bridges 12, 4, Morris Brown; Wright 3, Flagg
James Stanley 13, and Billy 13, Hill 4,

New York Stages Big
Sports Attendance Spurt

GETS ONE AWAY — North
Carolina College's 6-6 center,
Donald "Sky-Hi" Stokes, (41)
pump one in
goes high to
against Virginia State's Wil-

NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
big town, stunned by the loss of
the baseball Dodgers and Giants
two years ago, hit the comeback
trail to the box - office in high
style in 1959,
Attendance rose steadily in
baseball, football, basketball, recing and golf as the customers
rallied 'round to prove the big
town was far from dead as a
sports center.
Hottest tickets in town were
for any Sunday the pro football
Giants were at home. The New

liam Pleasants (52) in a tightly contested CIAA tilt between
the two teams. The Trojans
edged the Eagles in the last
20 seconds of the contest. 5655.

Fete Ex-Trotters
'At StadiumJan.2

THESE TWO MEN will have
the responsibility of promoting
the CIAA Basketball Tournament to be held at Greensboro's multi-million dollar War
Memorial Coliseum, Feb. 2.527. They are Ellis F. Corbett,
left, A & T College public re-

lations director and recently
appointed chairman of the Advisory Committee on Publicity
and Promotion and Dr. Charles
Ray, director of the News
Bureau at North Carolina college and director of publicity
for the Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association.

York Yankees collapsed on the
field but not at the ticket wickets which clicked 122,592 times
more in 1959 than in the world
championship year of '58.
At nearby Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
all records were shattered for attendance at the U. S. Open Golf
championship for the first three
days despite miserable weather
that caused a postponement of
the final round, making it a four
day tournament. Everything on the
fourth day was pure gravy at the
box-office.

.. . ALL AMERICAN FORM
Joe Cotton, (12) 6-4, A & T
College Aggie forward, jumps
high for an easy layup in the
73.35 win over Virginia Union
University in Greensboro. The
Virginia Union Players are

Joe Bradley and Jackie Jackson (25) standout performers
for the losers. Cotton, a pro
prospect, made third team in
the Small College All Amerb
can selections of last year.

CAA 15th Annual Cage Tourney
Group Plans Meeting For Jan. 10

GREENSBORO, N. C. — William nounced a second meeting of the ' According to L. D. Smith, 15th! 100.
Old-time Harlem Globetrotters, the globe.
Inare
Bell,
invited
Athletic Director at A & T CIAA's 15th annual Basketball i Tournament Committee Chairman,. Prospective tournament specta.
those
Among
from
in
come
will
0t basketball stars
Globetrota
College,
now
Greensboro, recently an- Tournament Committee to be held !Virginia Union university, Rich-, tors will be able to order seats ill
Jackson,
man
honha all parts of the country to be
Byron
mond, Corbett will be involved advance by addressing Robert H.
here on Jan. 10.
coach;
edition ters assistant
ro ored when the thirty-third
Walter
publicity and promotion at all Kent, manager, Greensboro War
in
Bell
that
in
said
Long,
the
Committee
("Fats")
a
headlines
of the famed quintet
Auditorium Coliseum,
Roosevelt
levels.
He will have the assist- Memorial
had
earlier
inspected
an
meeting
Wright,
card at Chicago Stadium, Satur- ("Toot")
Greensboro, N. C.
W-2,
Drawer
Service
News
CIAA
the
Agls
of
Brown,
Greensboro War Memorial Coli- ance
day night. Jan. 2 against the Bal- Hudson, Hillary
Charles A. Ray GET SHORT HOLIDAY
is
Andirector
whose
("Rock")
was
on
6.
seum
Dec.
"Everyone
Lawrence
Bray.
eastern
storng
timore Rockets,
delighted with the facilities," Bell of North Carolina College, Durham. With three important CIAA
derson, Wyatt ("Sonny") Bosclub.
Bell and Corbett indicated here basketball wins under their belts,
said.
well, Bernie Price, Roscoe
Owner-Coach Abe Saperstein is
Han
Greensboro citizens would the A&T College Aggies basketBob
that
Kent,
Cumberland,
Coliseum
manager,
("Duke")
be
to
trip
postponing a European
51
Louis
conducted a tour of the four mil- open "their doors and their Pall team left just as happy as
on hand to personally present old ("Killer") Johnson,
ns
Willis
lion dollaK facility. It has seat- hearts" to the tournament.
Pressley,
tittle boys for a brief holiday rescrolls to the men who, through ("Babe")
at
George
ing accommodations for more than
and
Greensboro War Memorial Coli- spits.
Oliver
("Kid")
Globethe
the years, helped make
9,000. Parking space is available seum is in its first year of operaEaster.
trotters a household word around
They had knocked over Elizabedt
for more than 3,000 cars.
tion. It has already attracted an
1927
between
played
men
These
State Teachers College, St.
City
Ica
helped the Trotters NEW YORK — (UPI) — Sugar,his title was vacated in May by huge fund to provide for atheletes Ellis F. Corbett, A&T Public outstanding array of events.
and
College and Virginia
1945
and
Augustine's
ha
Dimension wise, the Coliseum
Relations Director, has been named
win many tournaments, including Roy Robinson, charging that 100 the National Boxing Association,. when they are "washed up."
Union, in that order, to move into
er
feet. The
the world championship in Chi- million dollars in sports money stressed that a guild was needed. He said the 100 million dollars chairman of a local advisory com- wall to wall is 314 x 202
the New Year undefeated.
"Down The to direct slime of the "wasted" was syphoned off annually into mittee on Publicity and Promotion. autual Coliseum floor is 212 ft. x
cago in 1940. The ceremony takes goes mysteriously
These boys are even happier
ea
'place in the city, and, during the Drain" every year, announced he millions of sports dollars into a fast taxes — far too exorbitant
•
the way they did it. Worried
about
ee
during the brief span of a profesweek, of the team's founding. The is trying to organize a national
early season about the loss of
in
nc
athprofessional
sional
athlete's
—
career
and
into
Globetrotters played their first guild to protect
Joe Howell, the most sensational
Of
other channels, including undergame Jan. 7, 1927, at Hinckley, letes financially.
player to don Aggie blue and gold
Of
charter
a
world
with
extortion.
guild
a
need
"We
inr
performed
Ill., and have since
Charlie Harrison, ace reand
of
American,
Federation
close to 7,000 in 69 countries of all from the
A reporter asked if the racketthey believe that adobounder,
six continents. They have won all i Labor," said the middleweight
eers had been putting the "bite"
quate, if not as good, replaceUi
professional
protect
"to
champion,
but 303 of these games.
on him personally.
ments have been found.
at
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Oscar
Besides the presentation, the athletes of all kinds against small
"No, they haven't,"
Cal Irvin, head coach, who has
ng Robertson and his University of
he said,
Stadium program, starting at 8 TV cuts, fast taxes, and racket
"but they're doing it to others,
led the Aggies to two straight con0 Cincinnati teammates are scoring p.m.. also will feature international guys."
as the Don Jordan case shows
ference visitation and tourney
7 more points than any other col- tennis queens Althea Gibson and He said he was exploring the
crowns, was smiling, too.
clearly. But worse than that are
ui lege basketball team, put the Uni- Karol Fageros in a match and, methods by which such a guild
the fast taxes and the small cuts
"We may not he as good," he
or versity of Texas shooter. are the other added attractions that ac- could be organized with his W ashwe
get
from
"but we will be good."
said,
television
and
movies
ui most accurate in the country.
company the Globetrotters on their ington attorney, Ed Bennett Wilthat make us look foolish."
He mentioned that while his club
(it
preliminary
that
hoped
tenHe
table
hams.
comprise
These
travels.
re•
statistics
Major college
is making lots of mistakes, the
Sugar Ray, who knocked out
le a sod by the NCAA show nis champions Richard Bergmann ' work on the organization could
team is still winning. ''If we reBob Young at Boston in his first
Robertson and Cincinnati pacing of England and Norikazu Fujii of be started soon.
duce the errors and keep whole,"
6 the individual and team scoring. Japan. Japanese-American bicy• Robinson, still recognized as 14)fight in nearly 21 months, said
he continued, "we will not have
ti Texas has the best team field clist, Kimi Yokoi, and the acro- ' pound boxing ruler in New York
he is doing roadwork every mornto
worry about our limited depth."
ROBINSON
RAY
SUGAR
ing in preparation for his title deState and Massachusetts although
goal shooting average and the top babe Carmenas from Germany.
The Aggies will have a short
Ix
fense
against
Paul
Brenton
Fender
at
Bosmarksman is forward
holiday. They will return to acHughes.
groups struggling for the match," ton Jan. 22.
tion in the Winston-Salem Holiday
anysay
cannot
"We
said.
Ahlqvist
Meanwhile, the champion said
Robertson remained in front in
Festival, set for Win,ston-Salem
thing yet about who will arrange he will renew his discussions about
individual scoring by netting RI
Teachers College, Jan, 1-2.
the bout. The promotion candi- the guild with such notables as
last week
ro points in two games
dates will have to wait until we George Meany, president of the
for a total of 253 in six and a
Jimmy Darrow
have talked to the New York State AFL; New York merchant BernWASHINGTON — (UPI)—Bowltr 42.2-point average.
ing Green University of Ohio has
Athletic Commission next month. ard Gimbel; and former Gov. .A.
at of Bowling Green was idle last
been named the outstanding small
week and remained second with
"No contracts or other papers B. (Happy) Chandler of Kena 33.2-point average. Frank Burcollege football team of the year
will be signed during the talks tucky.
gess of Gonzaga was third at 30 1.
by the Washington Touchdown
Meany denied that he is discusat Saltsjoehadaen (near Stockclub. Doyt Perry, coach of the
ball tournament held in JackSPECIALIST —
Jerry West of West Virginia.
holm) with Cohn and his as- sing possible unionization of ath- REBOUND
IC
son. The Tigers defeated MisCleveland Buckner, Jackson
Mid-American Conference chamtt 10th last week, jumped to fourth
sociates. I know that Cohn in- letes with Robinson.
State 6'9" center, gets a resissippi Industrial college in
pions. will accept an award on
with an average of 27.4 and the emus —
Dennis Fugazy, a financial back- tends to stage the match on June
met Sugar Ray Robinson
"I
P It — Roy
bound during the championship
the finals 100.64.
second highest point total. 219. Cohn and two associates said they! er.
behalf of his team at the club's
13, hut I think June 15. would once about four years ago and I
game of the Tri-State BasketOnce-beaten Texas has hit . 46 are enroute to Sweden to "cut!
banquet
here Jan. 16.
haven't
talked
with
him
since
nor
option
taken
has
better.
be
Monday
for
leave
Cohn
,'They will
per cent of its field goal at- red tape' in promoting a return'
have I talked with any represenday."
rain
on
a
the
as
13th
Johanswith
talk
Stockholm to
tative of his," Meany said.
C( tempts. Hughes has made ?A of heavyweight title match between'
heavyweight champion.
However, Cohn and his associat- "I have never spoken to Mr.
bu 42 shots. for a .690 average and Ingemar Johansson and Floyd " son, the
and his adviser, Edwin Ahlqvist. es appeared confident they would Robinson about
another Longhorn player, Jay , Patterson,
Si S
organizing athat
said
Goteborg,' wind up with the bout.
Ablqvist
Arnette, ranks sixth in accuracy
letes into a union."
Cohn. the attorney who organized Sweden June 15 would be t h e "The point of our trip is that
with a .62s mark. The other
three Texas regulars are hitting the new 10-man promoting group, ''best date" for the return bouti we believe we can solve in one many French and
American friends
more than half of their field Features Sports Inc , arrived by! between Johansson and Patterson,I night what would take weeks by here.
He
York
just
was
are
New
actook
"We
from
Ingemar
said.
ail,"
1
them
plane
from
whom
Fugazy
tries.
goal
"We foresee no trouble in the
stopping in Paris for a two - day
Cincinnati still is No. 1 in team comp?nied by Tom Bolan, secre- heavyweight title last June,
we'll have with the
conversations
have
scoring with an average of 100.7 fary of the group; and William "But there are three promoting Christmas holiday since we
Swedes. So far, they have been
points per game. Detroit is second;
extremely cooperative with us."
with a 91.9 mark and West Vit.-,
Eugazy said his group plans
ginia is next with 91.5. Cincinnati
to stage the Johansoon - Patteris second to Texas in shooting acson rematch in June in New
curacy with .521.
York, either at Yankee Stadium
California leads the defense 1
or the Polo Grounds, and would
.. standings for the 13th straight
ask Johansson and Ahlqvist
, week: a string dating back to Jan.
I
what they think of such plans.
1.0 list season. California's NCAA
"We also are interested in
champions have permitted their
knowing when Johansson plans to
44',
to
average
poi:sees
opponents
arrive in the states to start train
per game. Texas A and • M is
ing for the bout." Fugal): said.
''secatict at 47.8.
Fugazy said he and his two
' Tom Ryan of Loyola (Calif.)"
companions planned to return to
:has replaoed Leroy Wright of Col.
New York by plane next Tuesin the rebound
- lege of Pacific
day
. table. Ryan has grabbed .252 per
.. cent of the rebounding average in
his lames. Wright slipped to second 'with a .246 mark.
4.
Pts. Avg.
253 42.
" 1. Fbabertson. Cinc
MOSCOW — (UPI)—Decathlon
1
jt 2. Darrow, Bow!. Gr. 166 33.2,
champion Vasiliy Kuznetsov was
152 30.4
"- 3. Burgess:, Gonzaga
chosen as the Soviet Sportsman
210 27.1
4. Wes:, W. Virginia
of the Year by Russian sports,s 5
. Lucas, Ohio State
218
writers. Kuznetsov won a dej'6. M i Kid. North Tex. St. 186 26.6
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cathlon victory during the Russecond round of their
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Art
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workout
during
weights. Rodriguer defeated
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'7, Foley, Hely Cross ' 53 26.5
and
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of
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Ger
(31),
Schwedes
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Bowl
Hart in a ten round decision.
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ha<
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coach
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T.
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total
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itlec
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Pros Need Financial Protection

Sugar Ray Robinson Seeks To
Organize Guild For Athletes

ORRobertson
Cincinnati Rank
Tops In Scoring

Seek Title Bout Wrapup

ohn Syndicate
For Sweden

Sports Briefs
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TRI.STATE DEFENDER

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town II

S.?.,

15

Jan. 1, 1960

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business? . . .

.•

Today - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TriState Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.

.70

AA0

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Results

14

tato

16 Business Directory

Memphis Business
Service Directory
BUSINESS SERVICES

•

Want Ad
RATES

BONDS SIGNED ANY TIME
DAY OR NIGHT
Phone JA. 5-5406

15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
5'.1 PT. SAME RATE as 1
ordinary type

519 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS 5. TENN.
RUFFLED SCARPS moNiD
Meg. Fannie Washingtoo. 364 So Pourth,
JA. 74144
AS C.

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP

13-BUSINt88

JA 6-9656

SICRVICES

IP YOU WANT TO Si BEAUTIFUL visit PRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP. 1348
Grant Mgr. - 04410
Thomas. Addle
Lester. Operator

Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

PAINT,

Wright.

PAMIR.

',wester

STZAICINO

SR

BARBER SHOP
164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

TAYLOR'S
GULF SERVICE STATION

18 PT.

SAME RATE at 4
linsig ordinary type

to

bers — the words comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
will be charged for
number
as part of the advertisement.

type.
SA MI
RATE AS
7 linos
ordinary
typo

I 1?—Cori-esp. Clubs
LONELY, FIND HAPPINESS ETC loin
/112tDIAH CLUB 1110 513, Chicago Hts ,
III Send Nickel Tor Information

MATRIMONIAL • PEN PAL

PRINTING

istritootcrioNs

CO.

Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Seryice
Tell Us'When —
You'll Get It Then
JA 7-3810

Accounting
HENDERSON

it

358 Beale

Business Conner, Inc.

SAVE

$500
MEN'S

$300 To

*
*
*
*
*

109

BALE AVE.

CHARNEL'S

340 Westbrook Rd.
WH 6 - 0031

illiam's Barber Shep With and Without Aopointolont
JA 7-3056
/24 Hernando St.

WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile
Work

body

POEMS WANTED
To Be Set To Music fiend one or more Of
today for FREE EXAMpoems
best
your
INATION Ant subject, immediate consideretion
PHONOC1APH RECORDS MAD!
CROWN MUSIC CO. 49 W 32nd DI.
Studio $34, New York I
DAY. MONT, SUNDAY
OL. 5-175T
TV Somers
831 115
111" Glass Picture Tubs
$1795
17" Glass Picture Tube
Installed
City Wide TV Servie•
3004 Chelsea

Painting

and

475 Linden Ave. JA I-0328

:t.'

319 UNION AVE. — MEMPHIS
1 RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE is 41-41111
RISPECTABLZ

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

"The Swami Spirit Slate"
"FORTUNE TELLER"

MTNINTIR WANTS TO
Mono/ For furP. 0 Bei 311,

large sum of
t Pays To Aa'yertise In ' tilerborrow
informatim write
T.nn
he Tri-State Defender!

:1

:

Per
Insertion
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

r

Ns of Linos

V. HAMILTON
64 West Randolph Street 1
Chicago 1, 111.1
Room 810
DONATION PLEASE
If You Are Worried Write

MME. HOWARD
7717 Kinsmen Road
Cleveland 4. Ohio

,

%/ovens Approved
Reittaisilitesen StittlemsWeleentail
Ous•ef•towo Students Irrruod

4

60c

5

75c

1.50

45c

/

)
/
I

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

1
I
•
I
I

TELEPHONE

NAME

Please send check
Money Order to .
Kindly Address All
236 SOUTH

WELLINGTON

or
Your

_
LORR i E HOTEL
EL
AN
nvited

r Conditioned
Daily Ra
elephone - Radio
Private Bath
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

BELL
MADAM
(English Lady)
KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
office at the Mississippi
new
her
This is
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long Usno of being away and at last she is
back to stay he her new home.
Are yen Dissatisfied with marriage? Man
you lost fattb la your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
I. bad health? Aro you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, eeme let MADAM BELL advise you at once. Ike
will road (its to you just as she would read an open book
Tall you why your job or business is mot a 'access If you hive
(ailed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 41 South. just ever Mississippi State
Liao, en the way to Helmand& Her bons. Is S blocks below
whirrs she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Metal. Be sure
ii look for the RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (111to never lad am Mlle* in West Memphis.)
Caleb yellow bus marked Whitehaveu State Liao and get
off at Stour Limo and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

Tri-State Defender
Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

MONDAY, DECEMBER 241
Chaplain and Mrs. Lee A. Thigpen, Jr., birthday dance,
complimenting Miss Regina Thigpen, 9 to 1 a.m., Fuller Country Club; breakfast party following, Lakeview Country Club.
LaVogue Bridge Club, Yuletide Dance, Currie's Club Tropicana, 10 to 2 a.m.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29
Nonchalant Bridge Club, annual Christmas dance, Curre's Club Tropicana, 10 to 2 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30
Memphis Chapter of Co-Ettes Inc., 1st annual Christmas
charity ball, LeMoyne College Commons, 8 to 12 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 2
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Beta Epsilon Omega
monthly meeting, Lelia Walker clubhouse, 6 p.m.

46 For Sale Misc.

BUSINESS SERVICE

Spiritual Advisors

USED PIANOS

- KIND OF 111
T A—N-Y
A—
-Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
SPECULATION •••
Brings You I Am
5001( TELLS 110W
AMAZING NI
•
Whether It Is betting on Sporting Events,
law
su„„,
CHRIST
MOSES
•r Selling Meeks - Sands Builow.
n•ss Commodities'. Real - Estate - Games
0
71N
•
SINAI
of Chanc• or say other kind of

WIN

B A LDWIN- $175
KIMBALL-491
1180
MEISTER
REMINGTON - $115
CABLE-NELSON 11254
SMALL
PUMP PLAYER -1221

Specula..

LAMA! PIANO SALES CO
1716 Lamar - 1111. 5-7450

THE BARGAIN Center, 1334
Smith St., Charleston, West Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
TRIM.
NALL
MAHOGANY
A?MMUS
will swap for 4 dining chair, Sr will
sell. JA. 5-1031.

PEOPLEtion YOU CAN WIN.
POR BLESSED AMULET. HELP MONEY.
th• WisIs
Wsuskyou, Oct your oreart
12 00 DONATTON This
RUSH
UNCROf3SED
Nernst, to
/11,111 "slice
WI
NOW`, JOY - PEACE MY
start WINNING Wal). IL"
LOVE. SO MUCH CHICAGO 53, ILL. . NOW and
postr. 'di. sonars* Co.. (Dept. SPI)
3714 N. Wayne Avis.. Chicag• II, Ill.

309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-3133

NEW YEAR SPECIAL
The Doorway To Succese
Bishop Baker Spiritual Psychologist

UNIVERSITY EDUCATED. AND (SIFTED
HELP YOU. AND BLESEI
MUSKRAT COAT-WAS MM. NOW 111011: • (SOD THELP
Bondi! Washer_1110 Tao Liming Room YOU. TO WIN EVERYTHING, PHONE
, hairs- $5 each
Call rc 4-8140 After • HE 1-11030 HELP IN 24 HOUR8. 3922
AVE.
ONTO.
UL/11111ILA ND
PROSPtCT
p
NO MAIL
LADIES'
Beautlfttl 17-Inch Imported
PEARS. NICK LAC'
Perfect for glamorizing any outfit Ideal
Christmas gift
ONLY
POSTPAID
MRS. W LAWLER. 76 Wealer An.
Atlantic Highlands, N. J.
Dem. M C.

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money.
Number
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

Spelman Elects
9 To Who'swho

ATLANTA, Ga. — Nine Spelmas
students were elected by the facul- .
ty and their fellow students to be
listed in the forthcoming issue of
MID - SOUTH HOUSE
Who's Who In American UniverCLEANING CO.
1959-00.
sities and Colleges for
WALLS WOODWORK WASHED Four are seniors and five are
FLOORS - WAXED & CLEANED juniors.
They were selected on the basis
VENTIAN BLINDS - CLEANED
of responsible leadership, scholardi REPAIRED
ship, character, and school citizen.
Painting -Papering - Plastering
ship.
Remodeling • Repairs
They are Marian Wright, senior,
FREE ESTIMATES
Norma I.
S. C.;
Bennettsville,
Lavon
Pl.
BR
6-0817
856
Wilson, junior, Jacksonville, Fla.;
Ella P. Blackmon, senior, BainTHE AMAZING "MAGIC
bridge, Ga.; Willie M. Gardner,
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
hi. junior, Florence, S. C.; and Pa.
!Including !Secret Master Code F
Numbers and Day, - Combination Codes, tricia M. White, junior, Beaumont,
13 Digit Flgsres. etc. Price WOO.
Texas;
VICEORY
Ili. I Roslyn Pope, senior, Atlanta, Ga.;
Chicago
77311A Cued* Ave.
1
Jacquelyn Shivers, senior, Atlanta,
; Eva M. Lowe, junior, Chat.
ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, 17 tanooga, Tenn • and
Clarice Wel'
FOE 111 00 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW. SINGLE CARD !S CENTS P. 0 ker, senior, Griffin, Ga.
MISCELLANEOUS

BOX tn. ANSONIA STATION
N. Y.

N. Y. 23

ITrife Presen tars

TREE ISO QUESTION a ANSWERS TO
peas written test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send IS cents to
poir•r emit of striding and handling plus self addressed & stamped ',leveled,.
13
PRODCTS CO. ROX
R
BIT
VI,
ANSONIA STATION, NEW YORE
N. T.
WI will also Inelud• fre• of sett•re• the
order
e1111011fd Lleests• Molder with
risemy

'161 Madison
JA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More For The Family
At Family Finance"

err

chapter,

$1,000.00
MONTHLY FOR LIFE
NEVER WORK AGAIN!
Complete Details $2.00
WAMBAUGH ENTERPRISES
e
II
Phil,
Lawodale
7115
,

Christmas branches, litavsis end
berries will slay fresh looking long.
•r if th•y oris dipped or sprayed
with thinned,white shellac.

metvemetete

FRANK'S

YOU

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

CITY

ADDRESS

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666

'
46

lesisies fps moot
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Dimes
JE5-6161
&Lois B, Ma.
4448 Washingtoo
•••••••somamas•dmiod99001999""m•

Figure

Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner

ROOM IN NICE 1110ME
with Christian woman. For refine couple
offers famous "SEVEN BOSSES OP THE or individual
WM 2-111441
WORLD" Blessed Oil. Cost 13 50. Blessed len Effie Street
medal snd chain free with order Send for
Pelee list of hundreds of blessed products. 29 Real Estate For Sale
No C 0 D
orders. 411111 So, Broadway,
Dent D. 8. Los Angeles 37, Calif.
CHURCH.
BRICK
LARGE BEAUTIFUL
fully Air Conditioned. All furnishings
YOUR ASTROLOOICAL GUIDI. TELLS , o with building
Located on two bus
about post. present,
future.
Money-, Fines Plenty of
large
Parking space.
love, health Rend birthday
and
*2 00
lot Seating capacity 600 Large
W. A. /ohnson. 414 McRae, Wilmington. corner
rooms.
nursery
2
rooms.
school
Sunday
N. C.
125.000 rash. Balance financed over 20
year period.
BR. 4-4532
TROUBLED, MONEY PROBLEMS? DON'T BR. 3-1240 - BIL 6-7753
Gins 11p, Solution A1.1011011.
DIX= SALES
Z. H. Godwin & Co.
P. 0 lox 1504
1365 Monroe.
Ocala, Fla.

the Midwist with
Distinctively
Accounting, businoss Administration,
lousiness MocIsineo, Sacrotn-ial, 151.A
Kay Punch, Peconolity Deroloponont,
Civil Sorvico, Real Estate 6,4
Court Reporting Courses
Sin•• 194Si
Day ell Insist Clint's
barging

5 Average
Words To
The Line

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

SEVEN SISTERS OF NEW ORLEANS
AND ALGIERS CANDLE SHOP . . . .

2 l'onis

60c
90c
1.20

3

A.

1 Tinto

30s

2

ROOM S

MITCHELL'S HOTEL

•
•
ADS
ED
CLASSIFI
YOUR
MAIL IN
•
1SC

Furnished

televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms.

GIVE ANSWERS TO ANY
QUESTION
80 LOANS & MORTGAGES
Ask the SWAMI any question about
DAY RATES
the Future, Present, Love, Cuba, Steam Heat — New Furniture
Games and Etc.
"A HOME AWAY FROM HOME"
It gives ANSWERS as if by magic,
84 East Calhoun Avenue
for anybody or money back. You
will be amazed and amused.
JAckson 6-5860
EXCITING AMUSEMENT
MAIL $3 for SWAMI to

t=61:1:1:2=7
1
:
M::23313

TIRE SERVICE CO

Dewey's Auto Service

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Eauipment

492 Vance Ave. JA 7-4917

BEAUTY SHOP
1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

MRS. GEORGE DODSON
JAckson 7-9987

Business & Practical
Art College

Complete lieu*, Service

Mrs. Odell Fox, Mgr.

JA 6-4754

GRIGGS

61 S. SECOND ST.

Individual Styling
For
Letting Beauty

Piano Lessons The Easy
Berl Olswanger Way

Day & Evening
Classes

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

FOX'S PORO
BEAUTY
SHOP

53$ Linden Ave.

Furniture, horn* and office,
refrigerators, ranges,

numbers
telephone
,
Names. add
descriptions of ladles and
and complete '
gentlemen seeking marriage and friendship All races Local and world wide.
CONTININTAL citin
Inglewood, Calif.
no. 711

Shorthand

HOWARD & FOSTER

316 Vanc• A

1 45 Household Furnishing

HULBERT'S

Typing & Filing

Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON

ROYAL CLEANERS

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 27
SKC Bridge Club, Holiday Soiree, Universal Life Insurince•
Co. Dining Hall, 234 Linden Ave., 9 to 1 a.m.

The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad
vertisers mail received addressed to our address, but
the EXCESS postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

W. Give United Trading stamps

- 9503

home.
from
I 1 00 WEEKLY, telephone
Guarantee Instructive folio 113 00 C. JAY
1 Sales 485 Armory. Cincinnati 14, Ohio.

24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER
JAckson 62554

Data Processing

JAckson 5-3794
MEN'S SHOES
GOODFRIEND'S

260 Illinois - Ph. WH

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26
Les Voguettes Club, Yuletide Ball, Curries Club Tropicana,
10 to 2 a.m , subscription.

WRITE TO CHRISTIAN FRI1NDS. MEET
gouge and old. InformaLon. write C
Henri-rties 20657 A. Cl , Pasadena Gardens,
Female 20, Michigan

Key Punch

257 SOUTH MAIN

GOODFRIEND'S
Laundry-Cleaners

DIONirtzo
$75 WEEKLY AT
HOME
housewives work
Opportunity folio 113 00
, C. JAY SALES, 585 Armory Cincinnati.
Ohio.

without

Repairs Estimated Here

Lynom Floral Shop

ONE-DAY SERVICE
697 So. Lauderdale Street
Phon• JA 5 - 9233
TWO BRANCHES:

rate

Tri-State Defender box num-

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

Night & Day Classes

Laundry-Cleaners

in

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23
Mr and Mrs. A. Maceo Walker and Atty. and Mrs. A. A:
Letting, birthday dance complimenting Miss Jean Letting and
Antonio M. Walker, Jr., Universal Life Insurance Dining lien,
234 Linden Avenue.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER L'S
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Sawyer, 5th Annual Christmas Party, 1329 South Parkway
East, invitational.

notice.

PIANOS TUNED

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

change

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22
Dr. and Mrs. Theron Northcross, cocktail party complimenting Dr. and Mrs. Martin L. Edwards, Jr , 1832 South
Parkway East

HOUSEK LEPERS
COOKS
!ILK/CP-IN
own room. television. $30--440 Reply giving name. address phone or references
Tickets sent Best Maid Agency, 6 Lincoln
An,. Roslyn Heights 9. L. I., N. Y

(Till Forbid) orders subject

SAME RATE AS
S lines ordinary

11 Special Services

COMPLETE

Road Service — Tires — Batteries
Motor Tune-Up — Brake Service
Wheel Alignment and Balancing
WH 8-7390
1731 Castalia St.

MA.DS 11,41) NEEDED AT ONCE
Ouaranteed Jobs 039-414 weekly, beat
homes flamorous town Tickets advanced.
Uniforms room & board free A-1 Agency,
100A Main St . Hempstead, Long Island.
NY

No guarantee can be given as

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

ENROLL
NOW

Monday

homes glamorous town Tickets advanced
Uniforms. room & board free A-I Agency ,
Hempstead. Long Island
100A Main St
N Y

Miscellaneous

30c
45e
60e
75c
line

SAME RATE as 2
lines ordinary type

36 PT.

13 kistructlem

12 Noon

HOLIDAY SOCIAL CALENDAR

1Maids (150) Needed At Once
, Guaranteed tops $10 - $se weekly beat

to position in column. T. F.

lOpt.

24 PT.

4-7611

NAIR STYLE SALE CHARMISL'Ill BEADt, Salon, for holiday roducUon. call
Mrs. Mottle L. torero's
J• 1-3066
324 Hernando

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

DEADLINES

CLASSIFIED

MEMPHIS
BAIL BOND AGENCY

II BUSINESS SERVICES

316 BEALE AVE.

1 31 Female Help Wanted

Rolm S a m to 5 p.m.
Readings Daily Oven on Sunday,
don't main any home calls or answer any totters. Be sure
to l001 for *e right sign and the right name.

FRANK DON'T WANNA GET RICH!
SEE FRANK FOR

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUt
DECANTER BOTTLES
• WINES • BRANDIES • CORDIALS • GINS
HUNDREDS OF BRANDS
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
GIFT SIZES
Special Invitation to Ladies

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main St. at Vance
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

410
fl-STATE DEFENDER

PETEY AND HIS PALS by J. MAXWELL

Sat., Jan. 2, 1960

Stork Stops
atiy

YES, SIR.. I WANT THE
J08. SUT r CAN'T
PROMISE TO KEEP

(I WAN NA BE INDEPENDENT..

rr FOURTEEN

THIS ASTON CAD FOR A
NICKEL EVERY DAY IS
GOTTA STOP.. I'M
GOIN I OUT 'TO
LOOK FOR
WORK

YEARS!

laakallikaasmariii

liffmtv
14.4XWOLL,

31
A daughter, Alisa, to Mr. and ris.
Sera al E. H. Crump hospital:
1517
17
of
Gladney
Dec.
Alexander
Mrs.
Dec. 12, 1959
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Willis.
eluded all the trimmings. A beau- rounding cities.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and James Cash of 772 Hanley.
liam H. Long of 2846 Nathan.
tiful tiered birthday cake was
Mrs. 0. P. Hubbard of 2705 Persh- A daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and
Dec. 13
TRAVELS
Mrs. Willie Joe Harris of 4438 Al.
the center piece.
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. ing.
Mrs. Lucy Overall has returned
May all the blessings of our from
Lonnie Lipford of 1858 Ca.•ver, apt. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar line.
Toledo where she visited a
and
Mr.
to
A son, Hubert, jr.,
Heavenly Father be bestowed upH. Johnson of 1552 Fred.
2.
sick cousin. Mr. and Mrs. SherFor3323
of
Johnson
Hubert
Mrs.
Mr.
to
Katherine,
on
you during this season and
A daughter,
Dec. 14
man Elam of St. Augustine. Fla.„
throughout the coming New Year.
A son, Stanley, to Mr. a n d and Mrs Lee Thomas of 1524 Nor- mosa.
are home to spend the holidays DODDSVILLE, Miss. — (UPI)
Not too much news has been
0.
Mrs. Jessie Bell of 135 Univerwith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. — The mother of Sen. James
received this week so your colher
at
died
(D-Miss.)
Eastland
sity.
Roosevelt Elam Sr. Mr. Bishop
umn is shorter than usual.
eve.
I A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Robinson and Miss Josephine home here Christmas
of
Heard
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Sidney
Frank
Theodore
are
Cooke
Mrs.
Robinson, all of Chicago, were in Mrs. Woods C. Eastland, TB,
ill. Mrs. Cooke suffered a stroke.
1
1486 Riverside.
died while sitting in a chair. She
Trenton recently.
A daughter, Deborah to Mr.
As we pass the Yuletide Season daughters, De Lois Ann, Sallie B., Her condition was so serious that
a stroke several years
suffered
Mr. Percy Tansil and son of
and Mrs. Leroy Jenkins of 1194
our hearts are filled with joy. and John Etta attended the Re- Mr. Cooke had to come from the
her death followed
and
ago
Ill., are home for a few
Ralston.
Joy of knowing that we have cel- cital presented in Humboldt by hospital in Memphis where he was Rockford,
lengthy illness.
Mrs.1
carry
to
They
days.
are
t
ebrated the birth of our Lord and the Tr -County Choral Group. The a patient at Kennedy General.
A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
'Adeline Exum and Mrs. Paralee
Saviour. Now it was that He came counties represented were Lauder- Mr. Tommy Buchanan was faand Mrs. William Mims of 1601
home with them for CAN'T GO BY THE BOOKS
Edmonds
to this earth for a great cause, dale, Tipton and Haywood. Mrs. tally burned when the home he
Antona place.
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — TV
Christmas.
that included everyone, not a se- L. M. Ewell of Union City is visi'• lived in with his wife was desDec. 1$
Don Porter, who returned
star
Mrs.
and
lect few, but all. Are You show-,ing her father, Mr. John Wynn, in troyed by fire Tuesday. Funeral Mrs. Carrie Harris
from a recent hunting and fishA daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
ing your love for all this year? ithe home of Mr. and Mrs. James arrangements are incomplete. Mr. Hollis Jordan entertained the Falrskoder,
CiftiVrps
ing trip, says his guide explained
Mrs. Foster Lee Brown nf 276 E.
,
John Wynn is confined to bed with I deral Club in their home on Sat- why he never used a cookbook.
Christmas is a joyous time for Harris.
Butler.
urday night last with a beautiful
adults as well as children. All the I Don't forget the fiftieth Wed- a back ailment.
Dec. 16
Musing: ONE DAY AT A TIME. make a free choice of selection
'Christmas dinner. The dining
the
dear
be
for
to
old
looking
ding
celebrated
children
anniversary
fu.
for
home
College
students
ChristThomas Carlyle once wrote, Our that will involve your whole
trimmings was served and of Christmas which is call- by Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Phillips, mas include Misses Rebecca Phil- and living rooms were beautifully all the
main business is not to see what ture. You may become interested spirit
away filled with Christwent
all
and
green
the
red
with
decorated
Santa Claus. Isn't it wonderful on Christmas Day in the home of lips, Patricia Payne, Messrs.
lies dimly at a distance, but to in a career. DON'T FENCE ed
Prizes were won by
goodies.
mas
cloths
R
d
e
season.
the
for
to have something to look for- their daughter and son-in-law, Thomas Gene Wade, Hollis Wayne
do what lies clearly at hand." We YOURSELF IN.
adorned the tables with PoinsetH Mmes. Elizabeth Holland and Al.
a
All
in
at
E.
once
least
L.
to
year,
Wynne.
and
Mrs.
Prof.
ward
Skinner, Jimmy Powell, Charlie
may as well close the door on yes Dear Carlotta: I am 16 and in
berta Jamison. Gifts were ex.
tias for centerpieces.
the are invited. Hours 4-8 p. m.
V. Jenkins, jr.
terday for it is gone. Regret, con- love with a boy 18. He says he the form of surprises for
by all members present.
changed
with
dinner
turkey
A complete
Mrs. JJohnnie is recuperating CLUBS
fess, and repair its mistakes, yes, loves me but I doubt it. He acts whole family.
but it is too late to go through peculiar at times. He is always Gibson County teachers met,from an accident received while The Just-Us Club held their An- IIIMIIIIIIII•11111O111•••••••111•1111•Elli
ItICOIDI 101 IVIIIY0141
that day again. As for the future saying he wants to marry me hut iWednesday night lest for a shorti working as a volunteer City fire- nual Christmas Dinner at the
305 roakor st Learteniale
prepare by putting everything you even though I have two children `business session and a part oil man during the burning of the American Legion Club in Trenton
Pb... JA 1-4340
have in doing today's job well. by him, he refuses to set the date. their in-service training. Mrs. E. home of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Sunday. They entertained many
Dear Carlotta: I am a girl just He has also begun seeing otherM. Gawthon of Lane college was Fisher. The house was only slight- guests in and out of Trenton.•
out of high school who is in love girls. Do you think he means me the principal speaker. Between ly damaged. Mr. Jamison is better, Mrs. Daisy Greene, President,
sessions Frappe was served. Each can't walks much.
, with a boy but he carries on with any good? Worried.
along with all the fine members
other girls. I want to go to college. Carlotta: I don't blame you for teacher visited the county post of- Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln O'Daniel of this club worked untiringly in
He says if I go to college, he becoming concerned. It should'fice for mail and gifts.
were in Dyer Sunday to visit his order to make this affair a hiswants us to become engaged first. have happened long before now. The Acie Moor American Legion mother, Mrs. Cordell& O'Daniel, torical one, and all who attended
H•A•c
I love him but I am afraid he I don't know what his excuses!Post 200 was represented in Halls, who is ill.
came away talking of the lovely
not
onlyi
will not be true while I am away. have been, but, unless he
Tenn., Sunday by Commander Rev. J. C. Hullum of Somerville dinn7 and the varied forms of
What shall I do? Worried.
sets the date but marries you Johnnie Jamison, Adjutant R. L.
For faster, mars complete relief of
was a business visitor in Dyer entertainment.
Dear Worried. Many young peo- pronto . . . I would suggest you Radford,
Nathaniel last week. Be sure and read Many of the people of this
Comrades
headache, neuralgia,-neuritis pains,
I
in
ple have the same problem.
giving him up . . and going
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
Penn and Alvin Avery. The oc- Rosenwald
News elsewhere in area are being invited to dinner
think you would be more unhappy peace . . . and sin no more
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
was West Tenn. Caucus this issue. If you can't play or parties, and other club activities .
casion
—the combined action of severe
if you became engaged to a young
meeting.
talk basketball around any high in Milan. Humboldt, Jackson and;
medically-approved ingredients in
man as long as there is the least
G
TRAVELIN
TMAS
now you just aren't any- Dyersburg as well as other sur-I
school
PRE-CHRIS
One easy-t0-take dose—eases anxiety
doubt in your mind as to his trustand tension,, starts bringing relief
Mrs. Lindora Stewart left for thing but a square.
Go to college by all
worthiness.
right away,'
Mrs. Beatrice Gentry entertain- i
Cleveland, Ohio to visit her daughmeans. There you will have the
Teat
ter for a fortnight. Mrs. Lucy ed about 30 guests Sunday at the
opportunity to meet many young
STAN SACK
Overall was called to Toledo, American Legion club. It was a
against any
people whose ideals and values
By SHIRLEY MAE McLIN
preparation
Your
In
yours.
Ohio to the bedside of a very surprise birthday party for her
as
same
may be the
300tryet aver
used
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WITH AN
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With Full Basement-513,675-592 per month
$700 Moves You In

•

Without Full Basement—S12,900-588 per month
$650 Moves You In

FHA Financing
(Notes

Include Taxes and Insurance)

LAKEVIEW GARDENS

Admiral MODEL T24M23
The Allerton
IMPERIAL TV

The Residential Development Mentioned In

TIME AND JET MAGAZINES

2

at
4,
6

614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road,
drive South on Horn Lake Road to one block South of Ceeter School

WOLFE HOMES,INC.

EX 7-9343

As we start the New Year we
pray you will be one of the
many new friends we hope
to acquire during the year.
And to our many old friends,
we send the season's greeting
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TRI-STATE VACUUM COMPANY
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